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1ABSTRACT
P u lse  radars extend target  range d e te c t io n  by in cr ea s in g  the  
transm itted  pulse  w id th . On the other hand, ta rg e t  r e s o lu t io n  i s  
enhanced by reducing the system pulse w id th . These dichotomous req u ire­
ments led  to the in ven tion  of chirp radar systems which ach ieve  greater  
ta rg e t  r e so lu t io n  for  a g iven d e te c ta b le  range by frequency modulating  
the carr ier  frequency of the transm itted  p u lse .  Along with the advent 
of chirp radars came the extremely sim ple and r e l ia b le  technique of  
chirp s ign a l gen eration  known as " p a ss iv e  generation". However, one 
of the undesirab le  fe a tu r e s  of " passive  generation" l i e s  in the i n f i n i t e  
time required for transm ission  of th e  r e s u l ta n t  pulse. This means that 
some ch irp  radar systems may require time ga tin g  b efore tran sm ission  
of the pu lse .  Time gating  becomes n ecessary  when the time-bandwidth  
product (D ispersion  F actor) i s  l e s s  than 60 because chirp radar systems 
with time-bandwidth products greater than 60 which do not employ time 
gating  have provided s a t i s fa c to r y  o p era t io n .
The waveform d is t o r t io n  introduced by th ose  systems which employ 
time gating  c re a te s  unwanted range s id e lo b e s  in  the rec e iv ed  s ig n a l  
s in c e  a mismatch now e x i s t s  between tra n sm itter  and r e c e iv e r .  Range 
s id e lo b e s  are u n desirab le  because when a number of ta r g e ts  appear 
c lo s e  to  each other the range s id e lo b e s  of the in d iv idu a l returns can 
g iv e  r i s e  to a r e s u l ta n t  s tru ctu re  which erroneously in d ic a te s  a target  
to  be p resent. However, past attempts a t  s id e lo b e  red uction  u sing  the  
paired-echo technique have not provided s a t i s fa c to r y  r e s u l t s  because  
the nature of the response was unknown.
2Therefore,  th i s  paper w i l l  present a d er iv a t io n  of  the rece iver
response and a method for s id e lo b e  suppression . The r e s u l t s  of such
a d e r iv a t io n  c le a r ly  in d ic a te  th at the rece iv ed  waveform possesses
an F-M s tr u c tu r e .  I t  i s  t h i s  a sp ect of the r e s u l t s  which can be
used to  p o ss ib ly  exp la in  th e  reasons that the  paired-echo technique
3
has not provided s a t i s f a c t o r y  r e s u l t s  because i t  i s  not p o ss ib le  
w ith  an F-M stru ctu re  to  produce advanced and delayed r e p l ic a s  of 
the  radar return  that have a phase s tru ctu re  which can be used to  
cancel the range s id e lo b e s  o f  the radar retu rn .
Having a scerta in ed  a p o s s ib le  reason for  the f a i l u r e  of the paired-  
echo method, a new method for  s id e lo b e  suppression  had to  be con s id ered .  
The new technique req u ires  m od if ica t io n  o f  th e  known received  s ig n a l  
to ach ieve  a d es ired  waveshape and a p h y s ic a l ly  r e a l iz a b le  s id e lo b e  
suppression  f i l t e r .  F i r s t  o f  a l l ,  the f i l t e r  must be lim ited  in  band­
w idth to  approximately th at  o f  the o v e r a l l  system . This im plies  th a t  
a l l  the  s p e c tr a l  shaping o f  the de-chirp  output must be lim ited  to  th at  
p ortion  o f  the s ig n a l spectrum located  w ith in  the system bandwidth.
S ince th e  shaping o f  the spectrum w ith in  the  system bandwidth e l im in a ted  
a l l  the s id e lo b e s  except th ose  near the m ain-lobe, one i s  led to con­
s id e r a t io n  o f  pulse width widening because i t  reduces the s ig n a l  band­
width and incorporates the f i r s t  and la r g e s t  s id e lo b e  in to  the main- 
lo b e .  The completion o f  t h i s  aforementioned task  in d icated  the reg ion  
o f  the a l t e r e d  spectrum most a f f e c t e d  by the remaining s id e lo b e s .  With
3t h i s  information a t  hand, su ccess iv e  attem pts at smoothing t h i s  
portion  o f  the spectrum le d  to  range s id e lo b e s  l e v e l s  o f  approximately  
- 34 db. The r e s u l ta n t  f i l t e r ,  o f  cou rse ,  i s  r e a l iz a b le  in  p r a c t i c e .  
However, along w ith  the d es ired  redu ction  o f  s id e lo b es  came such 
undesirab le  fea tu res  as increased p u lse  width and reduced s i g n a l - t o -  
n o ise  r a t io .  For the example considered in  the t e x t ,  the in crease  
in  pulse  width amounted to approximately 18% and the decrease  in  
SNR was - .75 db . F in a l ly , ,  these e f f e c t s  are i l lu s t r a t e d  by graphs 
d e p ic t in g  the r e s u l ta n t  output waveform and the f i l t e r  required to  
ach ieve these r e s u l t s .
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I . INTRODUCTION
In p u lse  radar systems, the sep aration  between the ta rg e t  and 
radar i s  determined by c a lc u la t in g  the d istance e lec trom agn etic  energy 
can tra v e l  in  the time between transm ission  and r e c e p t io n  of the p u lse .  
The maximum d e te c ta b le  separation  or range between th e  ta r g e t  and r a ­
dar depends prim arily  upon the energy, which i s  a fu n ct io n  o f  pulse 
width and am plitude, possessed by the p u lse .  This im p lie s  that one 
can ach ieve increased  range by in cr ea s in g  pulse w idth and/or pulse  
amplitude. However, ne ither o f  th ese  can be increased  w ithout l im it  
because o f  the peak power l im ita t io n  in the tra n sm itter  se c t io n  o f  
the radar and the lo s s  in range r e s o lu t io n  due to  increased  pulse  
w id th .
Range r e s o lu t io n  i s  a measure o f  the a b i l i t y  o f  a radar system 
to separate ta r g e t s  that are in c l o s e  proximity to  each o th e r .  Since  
range r e s o lu t io n  i s  in v er se ly  p roportiona l to pu lse  w id th , one i s  con­
fronted w ith  the in a b i l i t y  to  ach ieve  long range d e te c t io n  and good 
range r e s o lu t io n .
This dichotomy in the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  a p u lse  radar led  to  
the cre a t io n  o f  a chirp radar system.^- Chirp radar systems employ 
rectangular p u lse s  whose c a r r ie r  frequency i s  frequency-modulated in  
some p rescr ib ed  fash ion  to ach ieve  more d es ira b le  range r e so lu t io n  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  than a standard p u lse  radar. Although the chirp radar 
system a c h ie v e s  more d es irab le  range re so lu t io n  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  than 
a comparable p u lse  radar, i t s  r e c e iv e r  introduces u n d esirab le  range
s id e lo b e s  which under c e r ta in  circumstances make i t  appear as though 
an a d d it io n a l  target or ta r g e t s  are present. The authors of re feren ce  
1 d e s c r ib e ,  in  th e ir  paper, techniques for range s id e lo b e  suppression  
in  ch irp .rad ar  systems which do not time g a te  th e  p a ss iv e ly  generated  
p u l s e s .
This paper considers ch irp  radar systems which time gate the  
p a s s iv e ly  generated p u lses  and presents the d e r iv a t io n  of the h i th e r to  
unknown r e c e iv e r  response and a technique for th e  eva lua tion  of a 
f i l t e r  which w i l l  ach ieve range s id e lob e  su pp ress ion .
3I I .  PULSE RADAR SYSTEMS
Pulse radar systems are ab le  to  a sc e r ta in  the range o f  a target  
by measuring the time e lapsed , At, between transm ission  and recep tion  
o f  the transm itted  p u lse  and then u s in g  the fo llow in g  exp ress ion
r = *§£• (1 )
where R i s  the range and c the v e l o c i t y  o f  l i g h t .  The fa c to r  o f  two 
accounts for the two-way tra n sm iss io n .
Since maximum d e tec ta b le  range depends upon the w idth and ampli­
tude o f  the p u lse ,  one might attempt to  in crease  t h i s  range by amplifying  
the pulse amplitude and/or expanding p u lse  w idth . These in creases  are 
l im ited  by the peak and average power c a p a c ity  o f  the tra n sm it t in g  
d ev ices  and the accompanying lo s s  in  targe t  (range) r e s o lu t io n .  Since 
th ere  are numerous in s ta n ces  in which ta rg e t  r e s o lu t io n  i s  a n e c e s ­
s i t y ,  one must consider the r e la t io n s h ip  between the p u lse  ch a ra cter ­
i s t i c s  and ta r g e t  r e s o lu t io n .  T his r e la t io n s h ip  can be seen w ith  the  
aid  o f  the fo l lo w in g  diagram.
Figure la  d e p ic t s  the wave fro n ts  a s so c ia te d  w ith  the  transm itted  
p u ls e .  Figure lb i l l u s t r a t e s  the c o n d it io n s  prevalent when the le a d ­
ing edge o f  the transm itted  pulse has reached the second t a r g e t ,  the  
t r a i l i n g  edge o f  the transm itted  has not reached the f i r s t  ta r g e t  and 
the leading edge o f  the transm itted  pu lse  has produced a return from 
the f i r s t  t a r g e t .  The con d it ion s  i l l u s t r a t e d  in  Figure lc  e x i s t  when
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Figure 1. Wavefront s tru ctu re  from two ta r g e t s  that are i l lu m in ated  
by a radar p u ls e .  I . e . I  rep resen ts  the lea d in g  edge return from 
ta rg e t  I ,  e t c .  t^ < < t 3< t 4 »
the lead in g  edge return from ta rg e t  I I  has reached ta rg e t  I  but the  
t r a i l i n g  edge o f  the transm itted  pulse has not arrived  a t  target  I .  
The n ext f ig u re  d escr ib es  the s i tu a t io n  when the lead in g  and t r a i l i n g  
edges o f  the transm itted  p u lse  have produced a return from ta rg e t  I  
and ta r g e t  I I  has produced a lead ing  edge re tu rn .  I t  i s  obvious from 
th i s  diagram that the radar i s  unable to a s c e r ta in  th at two ta r g e t s  
are present because on ly  one extended return e x i s t s .  This a n a ly s is  
in d ic a te s  th at  two ta r g e ts  are re so lv a b le  i f  th e ir  range sep ara tion ,
5£R, i s  greater than the round-trip  d is ta n ce  trave led  by a pu lse  o f  
width T; i . e . ,  AR >  c T /2 .
The preceding d is c u ss io n  c l e a r ly  in d ic a te s  the i n a b i l i t y  o f  a 
standard pulse radar to achieve good ta rg e t  (range) r e s o lu t io n  and 
long range d e te c t io n .  This dilemma could be solved by u s in g  a radar 
system that employs search and tra ck in g  subsystems. The search sub­
system in  th is  a p p l ic a t io n  acts, because o f  i t s  wide p u lse  w idth , as 
a long range d e te c t io n  device that a l s o  provides a minimal track ing  
c a p a b i l i ty  i f  the ta r g e t  range exceeds the cap ac ity  o f  the track in g  
system . In t h i s  way the search subsystem i s  not required to provide  
any target  r e s o lu t io n .  When the ta r g e t  e n ters  the range coverage o f  
the track in g  system , the tracking radar assumes target  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y .  
Since the tra ck in g  radar by d e f in i t i o n  uses  narrower p u lse s  than the  
search radar, the track in g  system provides the desired  range r e s o lu ­
t i o n .  However, i t  i s  obvious that such a system i s  extrem ely  complex 
and exp en s ive .
This dichotomy on the requirements o f  a pulse  system led  to the  
in trod u ction  o f  ch irp  radars.
6I I I .  CHIRP RADARS 
In a chirp radar, the c a r r ie r  frequency o f  th e  transm itted  p u lse  
i s  frequency modulated before transm ission . The equation  d escr ib ing  
the transm itted  pulse i s  given by
eQ( t )  = rect(t /T)expj^2jti( fo t-Hct^/2)J (2)
where
r e c t ( t / T )  = 1  t  < [T/21 ^
= 0  t  > |T /2 |
A graph o f  equation (2) i s  shown in Figure 2 .  The exponentia l form 
o f  the waveform has been introduced in  order to  f a c i l i t a t e  the use  
o f  the eq u a t io n s .  The q u a n t ity  k i s  defined  by the  fo llo w in g  ex p res ­
sion
k = A/T (4 )
where A i s  the maximum s h i f t  in  the ca rr ier  frequency, k has the u n it s  
2
o f  ( 1 / s e c )  . T i s  the system p u lse  w idth .
The type o f  modulation employed can be a scer ta in e d  by con s id er­
ing the ex p ress io n  for the instantaneous frequency. Using the s tand ­
ard d e f i n i t i o n ,  the instantaneous frequency i s  g iven  by the fo llo w in g  
equation
7w ^ t )  = dQ/dt = ^ 2n ( f Qt+ kt2/ 2 )
(5 )
= 2rt[ f o+kt]
in  rad /sec  or
f . ( t )  = f  + kt  
1  o ( 6)
in  Hz
Equations (5 )  and (6 )  d isp lay  the fa c t  th at the transm itted  wave­
form p ossesses  a l in e a r  modulation. As w i l l  be seen s h o r t ly ,  t h i s  
c h a r a c te r is t ic  o f  chirp pulses a llo w s  a chirp radar to  ach ieve  greater  
range r e so lu t io n  than a standard p u lse  radar w ith the same pulse width.  
Stated  in other words, a chirp radar system ach ieves  the same range 
r e s o lu t io n  as a standard pulse radar having a narrower p u lse  w idth .  
These remarks p o in t  out the  a b i l i t y  o f  a ch irp  radar system to  achieve  
greater  range d e te c t io n  for a g iven range r e s o lu t io n .  I t  i s  obvious  
that t h i s  increased  ca p a c ity  i s  a t ta in e d  a t  the cost o f  a more complex 
radar system; i . e . ,  a system that frequency modulates and demodulates 
as w e l l  as amplitude modulates and demodulates.
The f in a l  item o f  in t e r e s t  about the s ig n a l  in equ ation  ( 2 ) ,  the 
frequency spectrum, can be found by ta k in g  the Fourier Transform o f  
the equation; i . e . ,
e ( t )e x p (2 j t if  t ) d t  = S .  ( f ) ( 7 )
8For conven ience, only the r e s u l t s  o f  the in t e g r a l  w i l l  be presented  
h ere . For a more d e ta i le d  d is c u ss io n  see r e fe ren ce  1. Therefore,
je x p ^ - i i t [ f - fo ] 2^ J ^ZC u^-ZCu^ = A (f)expi0  (8 )  
where Z(u) i s  the complex F resn e l In te g r a l:
Z(u) = C(u) + i  S(u) = j  exp(inQ!2/2)dQ: (9 )
Jo
The arguments u2 and u^ are  defined  by
u2 = -2<£- £o ) JE + ( i o >
u x ■ - 2 ( £ - £ o > V F  +  V F  < u >
The amplitude spectrum, A(f), o f  the transm itted  pu lse  i s  given by the  
a b so lu te  value o f  £  ( f ) .o
|< f ^ ( f ) |  = A (f)  = |Z(u2 )-Z (Ul) |  (12)
A p lo t  o f  equation (12) can be seen  in  Figure 3 where the v a r i ­
ab le  D = TA, known as D isp ers io n  Factor, has been introduced. The 
phase spectrum of£Lo( f ) ,  0 ( f ) ,  i s  seen to be quadratic in n ature, i . e . ,
0 ( f )  = « ( f - f 0 )2 (13)
9Since the ch irp  and standard p u lse  radars both transm it p u lses  o f  width
T, the improvement in  range r e s o lu t io n  must be obtained  by the e l e c ­
tro n ic  equipment in the chirp radar r e c e iv e r .  This equipment makes 
use o f  the l in e a r  modulation, introduced in to  the s ig n a l  in the tr a n s ­
m itter  s e c t io n ,  to  compress the p u lse  width by d e la y in g  one portion
o f  the s ig n a l  more than the o th e r .  This v a r ia b le  d e la y  function  i s
obtained by th e  network c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  shown in F igure 4 and described  
by equation ( 1 4 ) .  This network i s  known as a de-ch irp  f i l t e r .
This f i l t e r  has a u n ity  amplitude spectrum and quadratic  phase 
spectrum; i . e . ,
Now, assume th at  ♦‘he instantaneous frequency o f  a g iven  s ig n a l  i s  rep re­
sented by the fo l lo w in g  express ion
when t h i s  s ig n a l  appears at the input to  the de-ch irp  f i l t e r ,  the s i g -
o r ,  in other words, as time p r o g r e sse s .  Therefore, i f  a summing
f  > 0 (14)
cp = rt( f - f o )2 /k (15)
Time delay  as  a fu n ction  o f  frequency can be found as fo l lo w s ,
(16)
f  = f  + kt i  o 0 < t  < T i . e . ,  k °  A/T (17)
n a l f ind s  i t s e l f  being delayed l e s s  and le s s  as the frequency in creases
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device  i s  p laced a t  the de-chirp  f i l t e r  output, the t r a i l i n g  portions  
o f  the incoming s ig n a l  f ind  them selves being  added w ith  the e a r l ie r  
a r r iv in g  p ortion s  o f  the s ig n a l .  Thus, one i s  able  in t h i s  fashion  
to compress the time base o f  the r e f l e c t e d  p u lse .  Figure 5 i l l u s t r a t e s  
the pulse  a f t e r  th e  compression process and in d ic a te s  that the new 
p u lse  width equals  2/A . Hence, the range r e s o lu t io n  improvement factor  
i s  seen to be
_ Minimum range separation  in  standard radar systems _ T/2 
Minimum range separation  in ch irp  radar systems 2,„
A
= D/2 (18)
Figure 5 a lso  d is p la y s  the decaying o s c i l l a t i o n s  which are ch aracter­
i s t i c  o f  the s i n x / x .  These o s c i l l a t i o n s  which have been termed "range 
s id e lob es"  are u n d esira b le  because non ex istan t ta r g e t s  can be created  
when they appear in  conjunction w ith other nearby t a r g e t s .  This  
e f f e c t  becomes ev ident  by r e fe r r in g  to  F igure 6. The f ig u r e  i l l u s t r a t e s  
th e  returns from two nearby ta r g e t s  p lo t te d  in d iv id u a l ly  and then one 
which d isp la y s  th e  actu a l retu rn . I t  has been assumed that an a d d it iv e  
phase s tru ctu re  e x i s t s .  The small but rather s ig n i f i c a n t  pulse  located  
between the two main lobes  in  the combined return could be mistaken for  
a targ et  even though no such ta rg e t  e x i s t s .  Hence, range s id e lo b es  
could impair system performance and g en e r a l ly  do.
As a lready  in d ic a te d ,  th i s  range r e s o lu t io n  improvement i s  achieved  
o n ly  a t  the expense o f  increased  system com plexity , and
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appears in  the form o f  a frequency modulator and demodulator. F re ­
quency modulation can be done " a c t iv e ly "  and " p ass ive ly" . "Active" 
modulation requ ires  use o f  a v a r ia b le  frequency o s c i l l a t o r  as i s  used  
in  many standard F-M system s. A second method, introduced by the  
authors o f  referen ce  1, i s  known as " passive  generation" . The beauty  
o f  t h i s  method l i e s  in  the fa c t  that no a c t iv e  d ev ices  are required  
to produce the frequency-modulation, on ly  p a ss iv e  networks. Figure 7 
d e p ic t s  a ty p ic a l  ch irp  radar tran sm itter  and rec e iv er  th a t  employs 
"passive  generation" to  achieve the frequency-modulated transm itted  
pu lse  and the equipment necessary  for  demodulation.
The input to  t h i s  system i s  the d e l t a  fu n ct io n , 5 ( t ) ;  i . e . ,
(19)
and
(20 )
Now, the id ea l  bandpass f i l t e r ,  H ^(f), which i s  defined by,
V f )  = A * V ^ 2 ^  l f l ^  f o+A/2
(21)
= 0 , e lsew here
has an output, in  response to  the d e l t a  fu n c t io n ,  given by
E2 ( f )  = 6 ( f )  H ^ f )  = l y f ) (22 )
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in  the frequency domain and by
s inn At sin2jtf to (23)
in  the time domain. This s ig n a l  serves as  the  input to  the ch irp  
f i l t e r  in  the tra n sm itter .  As b e fore ,  o n ly  the p o s i t iv e  ex p on en tia l  
w i l l  be used in  the fo l lo w in g  mathematical o p e r a t io n s .  The r e s u l t s ,  
however, w i l l  include the e f f e c t s  o f  both the p o s i t iv e  and n eg a t iv e  
e x p o n e n t ia l s .
The output o f  the ch irp  f i l t e r  can be determined in  the usual man­
ner by f in d in g  the In verse  Fourier Transform o f  the product o f  the 
Fourier Transforms o f  the chirp  f i l t e r  and th e  input s ig n a l .  F o llow ­
ing  t h i s  procedure,
As b e fo r e ,  on ly  the r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  in te g r a l  w i l l  be presented h ere .  
For a more d e ta i le d  a n a ly s i s  re fer  to re feren ce  1.
E 3 ( f )  = Ez ( f )  Hc ( f )
(24)
0 elsewhere
and
e x p (2 « i f t )d t
f  -A/2 o
(25)
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T herefore,
Go(t) = exp
V2D1
(26)
where
(27)
and
v 2 - ^  [ V F ‘ + H
v i - v ? (29)
(28)
By comparing equations ( 8 ) , ( 9 ) , ( 1 0 )  and (11) w ith  equations ( 2 6 ) , ( 2 7 ) ,
(28) and (29), one notes a great deal o f  s i m i l a r i t y .  This s im i la r i t y  
permits the use o f  Figure 3 to  descr ibe  the envelope o f  £g (t )  i f  the  
v a r ia b le  ( f - f Q)/A  i s  changed to  t /T .
F resn el I n te g r a ls ,  i t  can be shown that the t a i l s  o f  the envelope  
extend to  i n f i n i t y .  However, t h i s  e f f e c t  i s  more pronounced for  
small v a lu e s  of D; i . e . ,  D <  60. Therefore, fo r  th e se  ca ses ,  t h i s  
type o f  p u lse  i s  not very u s e f u l .
As a r e s u l t  of t h i s  problem, time gating  o f  the transm itted  
pulse  must be employed when D i s  small in  order to  achieve more 
d e s ir a b le  pulse widths and r e p e t i t io n  r a t e s .  However, the time
S in ce  the envelope o f  £g (t)  depends upon th e  so lu t io n  of two
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gatin g  of th e  tran sm itted  pulse c r e a te s  a mismatch between tr a n s ­
m itter  and r e c e iv e r .  This point can be i l lu s t r a t e d  by th e  fo llow in g
equations. From equation (24)
E3(£)  = E2 ( f )  Hc ( f )  (24)
S in ce ,  in the r e c e iv e r ,
H ,( f )  = H *< f)  (30)d c
I t  fo llow s th at
Eo( f )  = Ej(f)Hc (f)H d( f )  = E2 ( f )  (31)
Since th is  r e s u l t  i s  v a l id  on ly  for th ese  co n d it io n s ,  any network placed  
between the ch irp  and de-chirp  f i l t e r s  c r e a te s  a mismatched tra n sm it­
te r  and rec e iv e r  .
This mismatch has been found to  produce ad d it ion a l range s id e -  
lob es  at the d e-ch irp  f i l t e r  output which, u n t i l  now, could not be 
removed. The remainder of th i s  paper w i l l  be devoted to  the s o lu t io n  
of t h i s  range s id e lo b e  problem. The f i r s t  step  in  the  s o lu t io n  w i l l  
be the e v a lu a t io n  o f  th e  h i th e r to  unknown de-chirp  f i l t e r  output wave­
form follow ed by a technique which permits eva luation  o f  a f i l t e r  for  
range s id e lo b e  suppression .
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IV . TIME GATED CHIRP RADAR SYSTEMS
In  th ose  systems employing time gatin g , the time l im it in g  device  
i s  p laced  d i r e c t l y  a f te r  the chirp f i l t e r  as shown in Figure 8 .  The 
time l im it in g  dev ice  a c ts  upon the output o f  the ch irp  f i l t e r  to pro­
duce the tra n sm itt in g  envelope shown in Figure 9 .  By comparing F igures  
3 and 9 , i t  i s  r ea d ily  apparent that the time g a t in g  produces greater  
range s id e lo b e  problems for sm all time - bandwidth products (D = £T) 
than for large time-bandwidth products because i t  e l im in a te s  a larger  
portion  o f  the chirp f i l t e r  output waveform. In other words, the 
lower the D ispersion  Factor (time-bandwidth product) the greater the 
mismatch crea ted  between tran sm itter  and rec e iv er  by the time gating  
p rocess;  i . e . ,  mismatch in v e r s e ly  r e la ted  to  D isp ers ion  Factor.
A method for  e l im in a t io n  of the range e id e lo b e s  for th ese  
cases  (low D) had not been a v a i la b le  because th e  nature o f  the de-ch irp  
response was not known. T herefore, the f i r s t  s tep  in  the s o lu ­
t io n  o f  the s id e lo b e  suppression  problem w i l l  be the d e r iv a t io n  of the  
form of the  de-ch irp  f i l t e r  output.
The determ ination o f  f i l t e r  response begins w ith  the chirp f i l t e r  
output as given by equation ( 2 6 ) .  This s ig n a l  i s  a l t e r e d  by the time 
gating  network whose c h a r a c te r iz a t io n  i s  given by the fo llo w in g  equa­
t io n  in  the time domain
r ( t )  = 1 ;
0 ;
| t |  <  T/2  
elsew here ( 32)
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and in  the frequency domain by
/V /2
R ( f ) = [ r ( t ) ]  = /  e x p ( -2 j t i f t )d t
_ slnjtfT  
jrfT
-TJ2
(33)
The transm itted  waveform can be found by tak in g  the product o f  equa­
t io n s  (26) and (3 2 ) .  This r e s u l t s  in  the fo l lo w in g  equation in  the 
time domain
= ~— exp ( in  i  jf^t-Hct2 /2  j  ^Z*(v2 )-Z * (v 1)^ ; t |  <  T/2 (34)
n/ H 1
= 0 ; elsewhere
and in  the frequency domain the r e su lt  i s
E ^(f) = $  ^ ( t )  ' r ( fc)J = E3( f ) ® l ( f )
= e x p ( - i « [ f - f o ]2/ k ) j © T  ; a l l  f
where the symbol d es ig n a tes  the con vo lu tion  o f  the two terms
in  the equat io n .
The next quantity  of in t e r e s t  i s  the  output o f  the d e -ch irp  f i l t e r .
S in ce  i t s  d er iv a tio n  i s  rather long and complex, only the r e s u l t s  w i l l  be 
p resen ted . The e n t ir e  d e r iv a t io n ,  however, i s  presented in  Appendix A 
where the form of the input in  equation (35) was used to  ev a lu a te  the r e s u l t s .
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e d( t )  = n/ 2T  cos2n ^fQt - k t 2/2  +a  ^ (36)
+ cos2itf t  o
+ sin2jtf  t  o
where
Z*(n/2d') = Ae “lc  = T ex p (- in cT /2 )d a  ; a  = g - - c ' ; c '  = c / rt/2 
o J
(37)
S, S' = (R + X) (38)
V, V' = P + Q (39)
-  /
t ^ T '
P + iQ = I exp(ijtQ^/2)do: (40)
R + iX = f  exp(ijtQ^/2)dQ! (41)
t '  -T*
and
t '  = n/ I P  t  (42)
T' = 'J 1 P t  (43)
A p lo t  o f  a t y p ic a l  waveform can be seen in F ig .  10.
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As one would ex p e c t ,  when the width o f  the time gate i s  increased
to  i n f i n i t y ,  in the l i m i t ,  equation (36) y ie ld s  the r e s u l t  shown in
re fe ren ce  1; i . e . ,  e , ( t )  = cos2nf t  . This a n a ly s is  and i t sa n At o
r e s u l t s  are a lso  shown in Appendix A.
This r e s u l t  i s  the f i r s t  s ig n i f i c a n t  item o f  in t e r e s t  because,  
foe the f i r s t  time, an exact d escr ip t io n  o f  the waveform now e x i s t s .
I t  w i l l  now be used to  d escr ib e  a p o ss ib le  reason for the f a i lu r e  
of the paired-echo theory to  provide s id e lo b e  suppression .
Equations (40) and (41) c l e a r ly  in d ica te  that the in te g r a ls  g ive
2
r i s e  to  terms which are fu n ction s  o f  t  . T herefore, the rea l  and imag-
2
inary parts  of these in te g r a l s  are s in u so id a l  fu n ction s  o f  t  . This
2
im p lies  th at S, S ' ,  V and V' are a lso  s in u so id a l  fu n ction s  o f  t  s in ce
th ese  terms are composed o f  sums and d if fe r e n c e s  o f  s in u so id a l func-
2 2 t lo n s  o f  t . The completion o f  these  in t e g r a l s  can be shown to  y ie ld
2
s in u so id a l  terms which are fun ction s o f  t  . When th ese  four terms
are combined with the s in u so id a l  terms a t  the ca r r ie r  frequency, the
2
r e s u l t s  are s in u so id a l  terms which are fu n c t io n so f  t  and t  . This  
im p lie s  th at  the frequency o f  these  terms p o ssess  a time dependence 
which, in  turn, means th at  th ese  terms con ta in  an F-M modulation. Con­
seq u en tly ,  equation (36 ) i s  an F-M waveform w ith  a l l  terms p o sse s s in g
2
a s im i l ia r  F-M stru ctu re:  i . e .  & . at+ btr
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With t h i s  type o f  s tru c tu re ,  i t  can be shown that any advanced or 
delayed vers ion  o f  t h i s  s ig n a l  which would be in  phase o p p o s it io n  to 
the o r ig in a l  s ig n a l  a t  some p o in t ,  t^ ,  w i l l  be in-phase w ith  the o r i g ­
in a l  s ig n a l  a t  some other p o in t ,  . T h is  im p lies  that the sum o f
th ese  two waveforms w i l l  produce a sm aller  s ig n a l  a t  t^ but a la rg er
s ig n a l  a t  T his  argument can be extended to include any number o f
advanced or delayed v e r s io n s  o f  the o r ig in a l  s ig n a l .  T h erefore , one can 
conclude from th e se  arguments, that the waveform which i s  the  sum o f  
the o r ig in a l  s ig n a l  and an a rb itra r y  number o f  advanced and/or delayed  
v e r s io n s  o f  the o r ig in a l  s ig n a l  w i l l  con ta in  an amplitude which i s
sm aller than the o r ig in a l  s ig n a l a t  t 1 but la r g er  at t „ . T his  fa c t
3
has a ls o  been borne out by experimental e v id e n c e .  Since t h i s  i s  the  
method employed by the paired-echo technique to  reduce s id e lo b e s  in  
the constant frequency or A-M ca se ,  one can conclude that i t  w i l l  not  
ach ieve  the d es ired  r e s u l t  in  the v a r ia b le  frequency or F-M c a s e .
Before le a v in g  t h i s  s e c t io n ,  i t  should be pointed out th a t  the  
d e r iv a t io n  in Appendix A rep resents  a major con tr ib u tion  not on ly  
because o f  i t s  le n g th  and com plexity , but because for the f i r s t  time  
the exact nature o f  the response i s  known.
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V. DERIVATION OF THE DE-CHIRP OUTPUT SPECTRUM
Due to the complexity o f  the equation d escr ib in g  the de-chirp o u t ­
put waveform, i t  i s ,  f i r s t  o f  a l l ,  necessary  to study the time and 
frequency domain p ic t o r ia l  s tru c tu re  o f  the waveform before attempt­
ing s id e lo b e  suppression . However, t h i s  i s  not p o s s ib le  u n le ss  some 
p a rt icu la r  v a lu es  are chosen for  the parameters D, T, A, and f  . The 
value for D should be le s s  than 60 and the va lu es  for  T, A and fo
should r e s u l t  in a r e a l iz a b le  system . These co n s id era t io n s  led  to 
the fo l lo w in g  c h o ic e s :  D = 30, T -• 3 (isec , A = 10 MHz and f  = 30 MHz. 
Although t h i s  approach can o n ly  produce a s id e lob e  suppression f i l t e r  
for t h i s  p a r t ic u la r  c a s e , i t  w i l l  la t e r  be shown th a t  the technique 
used to  ev a lu a te  the f i l t e r  for  t h i s  p a rt icu la r  case  can be general­
ized  fo r  use  w ith any combination o f  parameters. Using the a fo r e ­
mentioned v a lu es  in  equation ( 3 6 ) ,  one obtains the waveform structure  
shown in  Figure 10. The o r i g in a l  p lo t  was done by a computer because 
o f  the com plexity  o f  the terms comprising equation ( 3 6 ) .  The program 
used for ev a lu a t in g  the o r ig in a l  p lo t  has been c a r e f u l ly  o u t l in ed  in  
Appendix B.
The diagram in d ic a te s  th a t  the waveform p o s se s s e s  numerous s id e -  
lobes w ith  the la r g e s t  one being  on ly  13 dB below the amplitude o f  
the main lo b e .  S idelobes o f  t h i s  magnitude can e a s i l y  g ive  r i s e  to 
the f a l s e  ta r g e t  in d ica t io n s  mentioned in previous d is c u s s io n s .  These 
f a l s e  ta r g e t  in d ic a t io n s  requ ire  that a major o b je c t iv e  o f  t h i s  paper 
be the e l im in a t io n  or , at l e a s t ,  s u b s ta n t ia l  red u ction  o f  th ese  un­
d e s ir a b le  range s id e lo b e s .
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With the time domain s tru ctu re  a v a i la b le ,  a t t e n t io n  can now be 
turned to the eva luation  o f  the frequency spectrum. This task req u ir es  
somewhat more d isc u ss io n ,  in  l i g h t  o f  the sampling theorem, ( i . e . ,  
a l i a s i n g )  than was p resented  for the eva lu a tion  o f  the time s tr u c tu r e .  
The idea o f  the sampling theorem has been mentioned at t h i s  point 
s in c e  the computer, which o p era tes  in  the d i g i t a l  world, w i l l  be c a l l e d  
upon to  a s c e r ta in  the frequency spectrum. This w i l l  be accomplished 
v ia  use  o f  the now very  popular Fast  Fourier Transform or FFT. How­
e v e r ,  before use can be made o f  the FFT some b a s ic  qu estion s  must be 
answered. F i r s t ,  what sampling ra te  should be used? Or another way 
o f  s t a t i n g  th is  i s ,  what i s  the maximum frequency component? Second, 
given  a sampling ra te ,  how do we know that the required spectrum i s  
th a t  which i s  produced? Each o f  th ese  q u estion s  i s  very  d i f f i c u l t  
to  answer; however, enough information is  a v a i la b le  in order to answer 
them. F i r s t ,  from f ig u re  10, one can conclude th a t  the envelope o f  
the  waveform resembles a s in x /x  s tru ctu re .  T h is  im p lies  that the  
spectrum envelope might w e l l  approximate a rec tangu lar  s tru ctu re .
N ex t ,  w ith  th e  carr ier  frequency known to be 30 MHz and the system  
bandwidth 10 MHz, one can reasonably  conclude, from th ese  remarks, 
th a t  the spectrum i s  cen tered  a t  30 MHz w ith a s p e c tr a l  width o f  ap­
proxim ately  10 MHz. In  o ther words, the maximum frequency component 
l i e s  around 35 MHz. T h erefore ,  from the sampling theorem, the sampling  
frequency i s  given by
f  = 2 f  = 70 MHz (44)s m
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or
Ts = f“  = T o W  = ^ X 10"8seC' = 1 4 ,1  ns (45)s
S in ce  t h i s  sampling r a te  w i l l  not y ie ld  th e  number of samples required  
by th e  FFT; i . e . ,
NNumber of Samples = 2 , (4-6)
i t  i s  more d es ira b le  to  in cr ea se  the sampling r a te  to  meet t h i s  r eq u ir e ­
ment rather than decrease  i t  because more samples are a v a i la b le  for
p ro cess in g .  Therefore, for  the f i r s t  t r i a l ,  the  sampling in t e r v a l  i s
T = 6 . 2 5  ns (47)s
The r e s u lt  in  eq uation  (47) answers the f i r s t  o f  the two a f o r e ­
mentioned q u es t io n s .  As exp ected , th i s  p a r t ic u la r  value o f  T fars
exceeds the Nyquist r a te ;  i . e . ,  f  > 2 f  . The answer to the seconds “  m
q u e s t io n  has been given by such prominent people in the f i e l d  o f  sp e c -
g
t r a l  a n a ly s is  as Tukey, Cooley, and e t c .  They contend that by h a lv ­
ing  the sampling ra te  and comparing the two r e s u lta n t  sp ectra ,  c o r r e s ­
ponding to  the two d i f f e r e n t  sampling r a t e s ,  one decides  that a par­
t i c u l a r  r e s u l t  or spectrum i s  s u f f i c i e n t  when the two spectra are  
n e g l i g i b l y  d i f f e r e n t .  I t  has been assumed, o f  course , that each
sampling ra te  exceeds the  Nyquist Rate; i . e . ,  f  >  2 f  .s ~  m
T herefore, in  order to s a t i s f y  the above mentioned requirements, 
the fo llo w in g  sampling r a te s  were used,
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T , = 6 .25  ns (48)s i
T _ = 3 .125  ns (49)sZ
T _ = 1 .5625 ns (50)s i
Having t e n t a t i v e l y  answered a l l  the  previous q u e s t io n s ,  a com­
puter program was w r it te n  to  eva lu a te  the spectrum for each o f  th ese  
sampling r a te s  in  order to a s c e r ta in  the v a l i d i t y  o f  th e  previous r e ­
marks. Due to  i t s  length  and com plexity  the program i s  presented  in  
Appendix C. The r e s u l t s  o f  the programs were studied  very  c a r e fu l ly  
and they c l e a r ly  in d ica te d  that each o f  the sampling r a te s  produced 
s a t i s f a c t o r y  or n e g l i g ib ly  d i f f e r e n t  s p e c tr a .  The r e s u l t s  o f  the  
a n a ly s is  are presented  in Figure 11. The diagram,which in d ic a te s  that  
a l l  frequency components o f  the s ig n a l  l i e  below 45 MHz, im p lies  a 
sampling in te r v a l  of
Tg = 1 /90  MHz = 11 .1  ns (51)
which i s  con s id erab ly  larger  than the three  ra te s  used in  ev a lu a t in g  
the spectra  and c l e a r ly  bears out a l l  o f  the previous remarks.
To summarize, the time and frequency domain p i c t o r i a l
structures o f  the d e-ch irp  f i l t e r  output have now been ev a lu a ted  and, 
in  the next s e c t io n ,  w i l l  be used to  eva lu a te  a f i l t e r  which suppresses  
the s id e lo b e s  o f  th e  time domain s t r u c tu r e .
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V I. DERIVATION OF THE SIDELOBE SUPPRESSION FILTER
The method described  in  t h i s  s e c t io n  for s id e lo b e  suppression  
and the d e r iv a t io n  o f  the f i l t e r  n ecessary  to  achieve t h i s  ch aracter­
i s t i c  have never been form alized in  the l i t e r a tu r e  u n t i l  now. The 
method makes use  o f  the known r e la t io n s h ip s  between the time and f r e ­
quency domain c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  waveforms and u t i l i z e s  th ese  charac­
t e r i s t i c s  to  a l t e r  s ig n a ls  by a new and novel method. At the end o f  
t h i s  s e c t io n ,  the method w i l l  be formalized so th a t  i t  can be used  
for a general c l a s s  o f  s ig n a l s .  The f i r s t  step  req u ires  determining  
the reg ion  o f  the frequency spectrum which can be a l t e r e d .  In  most 
c a s e s ,  as in  the  present one, o n ly  the region in s id e  the system 's  
operating  bandwidth should con ta in  sp e c tr a l  components o f  any s i g n i f i ­
cance. Thus, the  sp e c tr a l  components near the band edges should d i ­
minish to zero as d is tan ce  from the edge in creases  and those  far r e ­
moved from the edges should be ze r o .  T his im plies  th a t  on ly  those  
components w ith in  the operating  bandwidth should be a l t e r e d  to  achieve  
the d es ired  r e s u l t .
These comments in d ic a te  th a t  for th e  present case  on ly  the spectrum 
between 25 MHz-to-35 MHz can be shaped as n ecessary  and th at  in  the 
t r a n s i t io n  reg ion  the spectrum should approach z e r o .  For the region  w e ll  
below 25 MHz and w e l l  above 35 MHz the spectrum should be approximately zero .
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At t h i s  p o in t ,  by ac tu a l a l t e r a t io n  of the d e-ch irp  output time  
s ig n a l ,  one can a sc e r ta in  which reg ions  of the time s ig n a l  g ive  r i s e  
to  th e  various  sp ec tra l  components because i t  i s  th e se  s e c t io n s  o f  the  
spectrum which must u lt im a te ly  be a l t e r e d ,  A reg ion  of th is  time s ig n a l  
which i s  of considerab le  in t e r e s t  l i e s  o u ts id e  th e  main lobe because i t  
i s  t h i s  reg ion  which con ta in s  a l l  of the un desirab le  s id e lo b e s .  A 
reasonable  a l t e r a t io n  would be to  reduce a l l  th ose  s id e lo b e s  to  a more 
d e s ir a b le  l e v e l ,  say, -40 dB below the  main lo b e .  The f i l t e r  which pro­
duces th ese  changes in the de-ch irp  output spectrum i s  then ev a lu a ted .  These 
two s te p s  w i l l  y i e ld  the d es ired  information about the time s ign a l and 
the spectrum. The a l te r e d  waveform, e ( t ) ,  i s  obta ined  by reducing
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the amplitude o f  the o r ig in a l  time s ig n a l  in a l l  those p laces  o u ts id e  the  
m ain-lobe where the amplitude exceeds -40db. Then, u s in g  th is  new s ig n a l  and 
the FFT, one can obtain  th e  spectrum, E ^ (f) ,  of t h i s  waveform. The r a t io
of  E . ( f )  and th e  de-ch irp  output spectrum, E „ ( f ) ,  w i l l  y i e l d  the requiredA. D
f i l t e r .  This f i l t e r  i s  shown in  f ig u r e  12A. The sp ik es  represent l o c a t ­
ions where the input s ig n a l  co n ta in s  zero or n e g l i g ib l e  energy, however, 
for programming purposes, th ey  were l im ited  to  the v a lu es  shown. T h erefore ,  
one can conclude from t h i s  diagram that t h i s  f i l t e r  i s  n o n -r e a l i z a b le , 
and, thus one cannot ach ieve  t h i s  l e v e l  o f  s id e lo b e  red u ction .
However, a l l  i s  not l o s t  because the f i l t e r  components w ith in  the  
system  bandwidth are r e a l i z a b l e .  This fa c t  prompted a p p lica t io n  o f  only  
t h i s  p ortion  o f  the f i l t e r  to  th e  de-ch irp  output spectrum, ED( f ) .  TheD
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new spectrum, E^(f) , can then be in ver ted  to  y ie ld  a time domain s ig n a l ,  
e /^ t )  . This approach proved to  be q u ite  productive because i t  ind icated  
as shown in  f ig u r e  12B that only th e  n ea r- in  s id e lo b es  s t i l l  remained at  
u ndesirab le  l e v e l s .  Even though t h i s  s e c t io n  which i s  shown in  f ig u re  
12C, of the f i l t e r ,  did not reduce a l l  of the s id e lo b e s ,  i t  does represent  
th e  f i r s t  s ta g e  in  the development of a s id e lo b e  suppression  f i l t e r .
Since the waveform in f ig u r e  12B s t i l l  p ossesses  u n desirab le  n ear-in
s id e lo b e s ,  one can e l im in ate  them by incorporating them in to  the main lo b e .
This can be achieved  by in creasin g  the  amplitude o f  6 ^ ( 0  that l i e s  between
the main-lobe and the s id e lob e  such that the envelope o f  the new time,
//, ,
e ^ ( t ) ,  has i t s  f i r s t  n u l l  point on the the r ight s id e  o f  the f i r s t  s id e lo b e
o f  e ( t ) .  The spectrum o f  e j ( t ) ,  E / ( f ) ,  i s  shown in  f ig u r e  12D. The 
A A A
r a t io  o f  E^(f) and E g ( f ) ,  the d e-ch irp  output spectrum, produces a f i l t e r
/ /
whose c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  are shown in  f ig u r e  12E. Although E . ( f )  possessesA
some un desirab le  hard-edge sp e c tr a l  components, the  f i l t e r  required to  
produce t h i s  spectrum i s  s t i l l  r e a l i z a b le  and rep resen ts  th e  second s tage  
in  the development of a s id e lo b e  suppression  f i l t e r .  I t  should be pointed  
out,  however, th a t  t h i s  improvement in  s id e lo b e  l e v e l  came at the expense 
of a wider pu lse  w idth . The amount of in crease  in  p u lse  width i s  determined 
by comparing th e  new pulse  width w ith the unequalized p u lse  width at the  
zero cro ss in g s  o f  the  en velopes.
As mentioned in  the previous paragraph, E^(f) p o sse s se s  some u n desirab le  
sp e c tr a l  components at the band-edges. These sp ec tra l  components can be 
reduced to  more d e s ir a b le  l e v e l s  through the use of a n eg a t iv e  exp on en tia l.
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Numerous t r i a l s ,  with var ious  exponents, were performed and th e  r e s u l t in g
f t /frequency spectrums, E . ( f ) ,  inverted and the  r e s u l t in g  time fu n ctio n sA
compared on the b a s is  of s id e lo b e  l e v e l  and p u lse  width. The r e s u l t s  of  
th e  t r i a l s  c le a r ly  in d ic a te  that the exponen tia l function  g iven  in  
equation (52) y i e l d s ,  as shown in ta b le  1, the  sm alle st  s id e lo b e  l e v e l  
and th e  narrowest p u lse ;
m(f) -  exp. ( - . l l [ f - 3 0  mhz]) 
= exp. ( . l l [ f - 3 0  mhz])
= 1
f  > 35 mhz 
f  < 25 mhz 
elsew here
(52)
To v e r i f y  the uniqueness o f  t h i s  r e s u l t ,  th e  t r i a l s  were performed with  
exponents both la r g er  and smaller than th e  one shown in  equation (52) and, 
in  each ca se ,  the exponents produced la r g er  va lu es  of both s id e lo b e  le v e l  
and pu lse  width.
By taking the r a t i o  of
f t / f t
EA( f )  = m(f)-EA( f )  (53)
and E g ( f ) ,  the f i n a l  form Of the s id e lo b e  suppression f i l t e r  can be
determined and i s  d isp layed  in  f ig u re  12F.
Since the f i l t e r  d ep ic ted  in f ig u re  12F i s  on ly  a p r a c t ic a l  r e a l ­
i z a t io n  o f  the f i l t e r  shown in  f igure 12A, o n ly  a -34db s id e lo b e  l e v e l
was a t ta in a b le .  However, t h i s  r e s u l t  may be s a t i s fa c to r y  In many radar 
a p p l ic a t io n s .
At the same tim e, however, the f i l t e r  introduced a degradation  
in SNR and an increase  in  p u lse  w id th . The degradation  in SNR r a t i o ,  
which i s  d ef in ed  in equation ( 5 4 ) ,  i s  prim arily  a t tr ib u ta b le  to the
ex p on en tia l smoothing process because as the s p e c tr a l  components
were reduced so was the t o t a l  energy contained in the spectrum reduced,
SNR=10 lo g 10 (Peak Amplitude)1
Mean N oise  Power
where
(54)
Mean Noise Power = N= N Bc (55)
where B i s  the equ iva lent n o is e  bandwidth and N£ the n o ise  power 
d e n s ity  in  w a t t s / c y c le .  On th e  o ther  hand, the smoothing process  
a lso  produced a 4% reduction  in  the eq u iva lent n o is e  bandwidth. By 
tak ing th e se  changes in to  account, the  degradation in  SNR can be eva l-  
uated as  fo l lo w s :
(SNR)
(SNR),
= 10 log,10
2 2 (Peak Amp.)Q /  (Peak Amp.)^
(N B / n B .)  c o  c i
= - .7 5  db
(56)
(Peak Amp.)Q/  (Peak Amp.)^ = ( .8 9 8 / 1 ) 2 = .806 (57)
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The increase  in  pulse width i s  due prim arily  to the in crease  which 
was made in  e ( t )  in  the th ird  s tep  o f  the f i l t e r  d e r iv a t io n .  TheA
e f f e c t  of th ese  changes on system performance w i l l  depend upon 
system requirem ents.
I t  should be mentioned that although the on ly  red u ction  considered  
was -40 db below the main-lobe, la r g er  reductions were t r i e d  and in  
each case the o n ly  d i f fe r e n c e s  between the a l te r e d  spectrums were in  
in the number o f  sp ik es  ou ts id e  the system bandwidth.
To summarize, t h i s  new procedure has y ie ld ed  a s id e lo b e  suppress­
ion f i l t e r  capable o f  reducing the d e-ch irp  f i l t e r ’ s output s id e lo b es  
to -34 db below the main-lobe w h i le ,  a t  the same tim e, introducing  
a - .7 5  db degradation in  i t s  SNR and an in crease  o f  18% in  i t s  pulse
w idth .
The zero phase angle required by the s id e lo b e  suppression  f i l t e r
which i s  shown in f ig u re  12F r ep re se n ts  a very s i g n i f i c a n t  item  
because i t  im p lies  that the d e -ch irp  f i l t e r  and the s id e lo b e  suppress­
ion  can be combined in to  one f i l t e r  by simply a l t e r in g  the amplitude 
spectrum o f  the de-ch irp  f i l t e r  in  accordance w ith  f ig u re  12F. By 
performing th e  aforementioned ta s k ,  one produces a s in g le  f i l t e r  that  
p o ssesse s  the  amplitude spectrum o f  the s id e lo b e  su pp ression  f i l t e r  
and the phase an g le  spectrum o f  the de-ch irp  f i l t e r .
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A second in t e r e s t i n g  item i s  the shape o f  the amplitude spectrum.
The shape resembles the Taylor w eigh tin g  f i l t e r  which i s  the s ide lobe  
suppression f i l t e r  presented in re feren ce  1, w ith  the on ly  d if fe r e n c e  
ly in g  in the amplitude o f  the f i l t e r  s id e lo b e s .  Those o f  the  Taylor 
f i l t e r  are sm aller than th ose  of the  new s id e lo b e  suppression  f i l t e r .
To a s c e r ta in  the l i m i t s  o f  a p p l ic a t i e n  o f  t h i c approach, a 
study was made in  order to  eva luate  a fam ily  o f  these f i l t e r s  for  various  
va lu es  o f  D. A rep re se n ta t iv e  sample o f  the r e s u l t s  o f  th a t  a n a ly s is  
can be seen in  F igures  13-16. As exp ected , the f i l t e r s  approach the 
Taylor s tructure  as D ispersion  Factor in cr ea se s  because as the D isper­
s io n  Factor in cr ea se s  the amount o f  d i s t o r t io n  introduced by the time 
ga t in g  decreases and, as a r e s u l t ,  the s i t u a t io n  begins to  approach 
the one d iscu ssed  in  re feren ce  1 where the Taylor f i l t e r  i s  shown to  
produce the required  s id e lo b e  su p p ress ion . In  a d d it io n ,  the resemblence 
becomes more pronounced as  bandwidth in c r e a s e s ,  for a g iven  D isp ers ion  
F a cto r ,  because fewer sp e c tr a l  components are a lte r e d  as  the bandwidth 
expands.
The d e r iv a t io n  o f  t h i s  fam ily o f  f i l t e r s  a lso  perm itted  a com­
parison o f  the v a r io u s  range s id e lo b e  l e v e l s  produced by each o f  the 
f i l t e r s .  These r e s u l t s  are shown in  F igure 17 . The curve in d ic a te s  
th at  for  a small D isp ers ion  Factor and small bandwidth one i s  unable  
to achieve d e s ir a b le  s id e lo b e  l e v e l s .  However, as one might exp ect ,  
by in creasin g  the bandwith one i s  a b le  to  reduce the s id e lo b e s  to  
somewhat more d e s ir a b le  l e v e l s .  T his  r e s u l t  stems from the fa c t
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th a t  fewer sp e c tr a l  components near the band-edges undergo ra d ica l  
changes to  s a t i s f y  the bandwidth requirements because they are now 
included w ith in  the larger system bandwidth and, th e r e fo r e ,  these  com­
ponents f in d  themselves being  smoothed rather than being reduced to  
zero by the s id e lo b e  suppression  f i l t e r .  As po in ted  out p r e v io u s ly ,  
i t  was the sp e c tr a l  changes brought about a t  the band edges that a l s o  
gave r i s e  to  reduced s id e lo b e  l e v e l s .  These comments can a lso  be used  
to  ex p la in  the reasons for the lower s id e lo b e  l e v e l s  th at  occur for  
a l l  the la rg er  va lu es  o f  D isp ers ion  Factor .
For large D ispersion  F a c to r s ,  Figure 17 in d ic a te s  that lower s i d e ­
lobe l e v e l s  can be achieved by any combination o f  bandwidth and p u lse  
w id th . This conclus ion  seems q u ite  reasonable because for large D is ­
p ers ion  Factors the time ga t in g  o f  the pulse  in troduces  smaller amounts 
o f  d i s t o r t io n  and, th u s, s p e c tr a l  a l t e r a t io n  i s  minimized and in  the  
l im i t  one i s  ab le  to ach ieve  the f i l t e r  and s id e lo b e  l e v e l s  o u t l in e d  
in re feren ce  1.
Figure 17 a lso  i l l u s t r a t e s  that s id e lo b e  l e v e l  reductions become 
sm aller as bandwidth in cr ea se s  for a given D isp ers ion  F actor . This  
im plies , as expected, that fewer important components are included  
w ith in  the bandwidth as i t  in c r e a s e s .
F igures 18 and 19 d escr ib e  the degradation in  p u lse  width and 
in  the s ig n a l - t o - n o i s e  r a t io  caused by the s id e lo b e  reduction  f i l t e r .
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The shape o f  each f ig u re  can be e a s i l y  expla ined  as fo l lo w s:  as the  
s i z e  of the g a te  width in  the transm itter  in c r e a se s ,  smaller amounts 
o f  d is t o r t io n  are introduced in to  the transm itted  p u ls e .  Consequently, 
fewer s p ec tra l  components l i e  o u ts id e  the system bandwidth. Therefore,  
in creases  in pu lse  width become sm aller as gate w idth in creases  because  
fewer s id e lo b e s  have to  be included in  the main lobe in  order to r e ­
duce the s p e c tr a l  aberation s  a t  the band-edges. As the system bandwidth 
in c r e a se s ,  sm aller in creases  in pu lse  width w i l l  a llow  the remad.n,Lng band- 
edge components to  be included w ith in  the system bandwidth.
Losses in  SNR become sm aller as th e  gate width and bandwidth in crea se  
because fewer sp e c tr a l  components l i e  ou ts id e  the system bandwidth. This  
im plies  th at th e  lo s s  in  s ig n a l  energy becomes sm aller ,  thereby reducing  
the lo s s  in  SNR.
Having completed the d e r iv a t io n  o f  the s id e lo b e  suppression f i l ­
ter  and the a s s o c ia te d  d isc u s s io n s  i t  seems q u ite  apropo at th i s  
point to  o u t l in e  the gen era lized  technique employed for i t s  d e r iv a t io n .
I t  i s  assumed th a t  a diagram of the waveshape being  a lte r e d  i s  a v a i l ­
a b le .  One then proceeds as fo l lo w s ;
1. I f  the  spectrum o f  the output waveform has been s p e c i f i e d ,  
then the  f i l t e r  required for such a s i t u a t io n  can be e v a lu ­
ated  by tak in g  the r a t io  o f  the output and input sp ec tra ,
i . e . ,  the  input spectrum b eing  found in  the usual manner o f  
tak ing  the Fourier Transform o f  the input s ig n a l .  The o u t ­
put waveform i s  then determined from the In verse  Fourier
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Transform o f  the output spectrum. This task  can be performed 
by u s in g  the IFFT (In te rp o la to ry  Fast Fourier Transform) .
2 .  I f  the output waveform i s  known, then u s in g  the FFT y ie ld s  
the output spectrum and, then, one can fo llow  the procedure  
o u t l in e d  in Step 1 .
In  many cases  however, on ly  a c er ta in  c h a r a c t e r i s t ic  has been  
s p e c i f i e d  and the d e t a i l  form l e f t  to  the d is c r e t io n  o f  the designer
or the procedures o u t l in ed  in s tep s  1 and 2 y ie ld  a n o n -r e a liz a b le  f i l ­
t e r .  In th ese  s i t u a t io n s ,  the  fo llow in g  s te p s  must be taken;
3 .  D ivide the frequency spectrum in to  a reg ion  ly in g  in s id e  
the system bandwidth and one o u ts id e .
S ince the amplitude spectrum ly in g  o u ts id e  the system band­
width must always be reduced to zer o ,  on ly  the amplitude
spectrum ly in g  w ith in  the system bandwidth i s  open to  a r b i ­
tra ry  m o d if ic a tio n .
4 .  D ivide the time domain s ig n a l  in to  d e s ir a b le  and u n desirab le  
s e c t i o n s .
5 .  Perform a convenient a l t e r a t io n  on the o r ig in a l  time s ig n a l  
and then note the d i f f e r e n c e s  between the two frequency  
spectrum s.
The most obvious a l t e r a t io n  being the reduction  o f  a l l  unde­
s ir a b le  portions o f  the s ig n a l  because the purpose o f  t h i s
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step  i s  not to  produce n o n -r e a l iz a b le  changes but to  a s ­
c e r ta in  which p ortion s  o f  the spectrum g ive  r i s e  to the un­
d e s ira b le  portions o f  the time s ig n a l .
A fter  d ec id ing  upon the change in the time s ig n a l ,  use o f  the  
FF.C y ie ld s  the new spectrum. One then examines the r a t io  o f  the new 
and o r ig in a l  spectrums to  a s c e r ta in  the r e a l i z a b i l i t y  o f  the required  
frequency f i l t e r .  Should the f i l t e r  possess  any n o n -rea liza b le  com­
ponents, then a d d it io n a l changes are s t i l l  req u ired .
In  any even t ,  the r e s u l t s  o f  th is  step  should d ep ict  those  s e c ­
t io n s  o f  the o r ig in a l  spectrum which are r e sp o n s ib le  for the u n d e s ir ­
able p o rt io n s  o f  the time domain s ig n a l  and the frequency changes r e ­
quired to y i e ld  a more d e s ir a b le  waveshape. T herefore , i t  i s  impera­
t iv e  th a t  th e  a l t e r a t io n  be chosen w ith care .
6 .  E lim inate  a l l  changes in  the f i l t e r  which are n o n -r e a l iz a b le  
and those  that l i e  o u ts id e  the system bandwidth and apply  
the remaining components o f  the f i l t e r  to  the o r ig in a l  sp ec­
trum. Then, take the re su lta n t  spectrum and evaluate  the  
time s ig n a l  v ia  use  o f  the IFFT.
7 .  In  some ca ses ,  e l im in a t io n  of some s p e c tr a l  components o u ts id e  
the  system bandwidth y i e ld s  u n desirab le  time domain terms.
In th ese  in s ta n c e s ,  reduction  rather than e l im in ation  w i l l  
y i e l d  a more d e s ir a b le  time domain s tr u c tu r e .
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The reduction  fu n ction  should be v a r ied  u n t i l  the most de­
s ir a b le  waveform i s  found.
Completion o f  the prev ious s tep s  y ie ld s  a waveform in  the time 
domain which can be produced by a r e a l iz a b le  f i l t e r .  However, should  
some changes in  the s tru ctu re  s t i l l  be n ecessa ry ,  the previous s te p s  
can be repeated as an i t e r a t io n  process u n t i l  a more s a t i s f a c t o r y  
s tru ctu re  i s  ob ta ined . Along w ith  subsequent i t e r a t i o n s ,  the f o l l o w ­
ing items should be considered .
1. In crease  the time base o f  the s ig n a l to  include some u n d e s ir ­
able components. This procedure, in  turn, reduces the system band­
width so that now some u n desirab le  frequency components near the band- 
ecges can be reduced or e l im in ated  by the red u ction  fu n ction .
2 .  The system bandwidth can be increased i f  i t  has been a s c e r ­
tained  in  some o f  the previous s te p s  that reduction  o f  sp ec tra l  com­
ponents o u ts id e  the system bandwidth produce u n d esirab le  components 
o f  the time s ig n a l .
Although the previous procedure began by a l t e r in g  the time s ig n a l ,  
i t  i s  obvious th a t  one could ju s t  as e a s i l y  have begun by a l t e r a t in g  
the frequency sp ec tra .  In  e i th e r  c a s e ,  a l l  o f  the previous remarks 
are s t i l l  v a l i d .
I t  should be pointed out th at  the preceed ing procedure i s  most 
e f f e c t i v e l y  employed in s i t u a t io n s  where an a n a ly t i c a l  a n a ly s is  can­
not be performed.
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V II .  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper analyzes  and so lv e s  the range s id e lo b e  problem that  
i s  encountered in  a l l  chirp radar systems that employ time gating  of  
" p a ss iv e ly  generated" chirp p u ls e s .  Time gating may be employed to  
remove the t a i l s  of the  p u lse s .
The paper p resents  the d e r iv a t io n  of the h i th e r to  unknown chirp  
r ec e iv e r  response to  the time gated transm itted  p u lses  which are 
" p ass ive ly  generated" . Since th e  r e s u l t s  of the d e r iv a t io n  c le a r ly  
in d ic a te  th a t  th e  r e c e iv e r  response has an F-M s tr u c tu r e ,  one i s  now 
ab le  to  understand a p o ss ib le  reason for the f a i lu r e  o f  the paired-echo  
theory to ach ieve  range s id e lo b e  red u c t io n s .
The paper then goes on to  d esc r ib e  a method for  the  d er ivation  
of a f i l t e r  which ach ieves  range s id e lo b e  suppression at a minimal 
l o s s  in  SNR and in cr ea se  in pulse  width and then presen ts  a represen­
t a t i v e  group from the family of th e se  f i l t e r s .  One s ig n i f i c a n t  r e s u l t  
of t h i s  d e r iv a t io n  l i e s  in  the fa c t  that the s id e lo b e  suppression f i l t e r  
can be e a s i l y  combined with the d e-ch irp  f i l t e r ,  because o f  i t s  zero  
phase ang le ,  to  y i e l d  a s in g le  f i l t e r  whose amplitude c h a r a c te r i s t ic s  
are those o f  the s id e lo b e  suppression  f i l t e r  and whose phase character­
i s t i c s  are th o se  of the de-chirp  f i l t e r .
This fam ily  of f i l t e r s  c l e a r ly  in d ic a te s  that as the e f f e c t  of  
the time gatin g  d im inishes the required f i l t e r  approaches the Taylor 
f i l t e r  which i s  shown in  re feren ce  1 to  be the required  f i l t e r  when
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time gating  i s  not employed in  the tra n sm itter  s e c t io n .
F in a l ly ,  f ig u r e s  17, 18 and 19 are presented in order to  d isp la y  
the r e la t io n s h ip s  between s id e lo b e  l e v e l ,  pulse  width, SNR and d is p e r ­
s io n  fa c to r ,  r e s p e c t iv e ly ,  o f  the r e s u l ta n t  output p u lse .  These curves  
in d ic a te  that the s id e lo b e  l e v e l ,  p u lse  width increase  and lo s s  in  SNR 
a l l  decrease as d isp e r s io n  factor  in cr ea se s  and, in  a d d it io n ,  these  
decreases  become even larger  as bandwidth in c r e a s e s .
I t  should be po in ted  in  c lo s in g  th a t  in  those  chirp systems  
which employ large  time-bandwidth products, time gating  i s  not a 
n e c e s s i t y  because th e  pu lse  i s  n ear ly  rec ta n g u la r .  T herefore , the  
r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  paper are prim arily  u s e f u l  in  those systems employing  
moderate time-bandwidth products.
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APPENDIX A
Dot11 vat Ion of _t ho Po-Ph 1 rp
The starting point will be to define the de-chirp 
output tin general,
Ed (f) = E4(f)Hd (f) (A)
H^(f) was given in equation (14) of Section 3* and is
repeated here for convience.
iTr(f-f )*Vk 
Hd (f) = e 0 ; f > 0 (14)
E (f) was stated in equation (35) of Section 4 to be 
4
E 4(f) = E 3(f)*R(f) • a l l  S ' (35)
E^(f) is the output of the chirp filter which is given by
E 3(f) = i exp((-ii./l^f-f0 )2). f D - | < f < f Q + |  (1 )
This is of course the result of taking the product of the trans­
forms of the bandpass filter, given in equation (,2l) of Section 3 
and the chirp filter, given in equation (24) of Section 3 .
R(f) is the Fourier Transform of r(t); see equation (33) of 
Section 4
R(f) = F [r (t) ] = F jrect (|r) J =
T sin n T f  
irTf
Equation (35) can be rewritten as
E 4(f) = E j( a)R(f-a)da = E ^ (f-a)R(a)da,
Now, from equations (24) of section 3
E 3(f-a) = | exp((-iTT/k)(f-fo-a)2); +fQ - f < f -a < f
and equation (2) above
R(a) = T sin irTa irTa
E4 (f) can be written as follows because fQ > > 1/T
E 4(f)
T
A
a.
a-,
where = JV  - (fQ+A/2)J and a2 = “ (fQ-*A/2)J.
A -3
With f > > 1/T, one can neglect the contribution of the negative 
frequency terms. The values for the limits can he best explained 
with the help of figure 1 on pages 4 and 5. The product of 
E^(f-a) and R(a) will exist only for a width A in the a-plane.
As noted in Figure 1 d, the two endpoints are given by and a.2 , 
respectively; i.e., (o^ - a-^  = A). It should be apparent that 
for any value of f, the area exists for only for a width A.
Thus, the expressions for a1 and are valid for any f because 
they represent the limits on the region in the a-plane for which 
the product exists. Hence, equation (6) correctly describes the 
chirp filter output Fourier Transform.
Having obtained the chirp filter output Fourier Trans­
form, equation (A ) dictates that the de-chirp filter output 
Fourier Transform should be given by
I;d ^ +£o ) = |  e i * / k 3 ‘
a.
Oh
s i n  irTa (-iTr/k)(3-a)‘
irTa da
(7)
where 3 = f - fQ . As a result, a1 = 3 - j and a z = 3 + .
The substitution was made because of the ease of handling the 
resulting equations.
One notes, at this point, that the exponential factor 
In equation (7) can be expanded very simply.
A-4
< A
E » C « |
'/*
*  A  >
s sJo
( a , )
(
( b )
A-5
C O
' Ie s( 5 - ) |
•o -I
( A )
Figure 1 .  Diagram i l l u s t r a t i n g  the  CONVOLUTION used in  
equat ion  3 .
A- 6
exp|(-iir/kX0-a)2J = expj(-iir/ ^ ( $ 2 - 23a + a2
But the term exp|(-iiT/k) 32 J is independent of the variable of 
integration and, consequently, can be taken outside of the 
integral sign. When taken outside the integral, it can be 
combined with exp^(iir/k) 32 ) to produce unity. As a result, 
equation (7) can be rewritten as
)]  ( 8 )
E d (f )
T
A
a.
a.
sin iTTa 
TrTa exp j ^ i r i / k ^ 3 a  -  a 2 / 2 )J da (9)
because of the two remaining items on the right-hand side of 
equation (8).
Various tables were searched in an effort to find the 
inverse Fourier Transform of equation (9)* However, this equation 
has no standard inverse Fourier Transform. As a result, many 
techniques for integration were considered and after numerous 
attempts the following method proved to be useful. The method 
requires that equation (9) be differentiated with respect to 
The rule for performing such a differentiation is given by
A- 7
f 2 ( 3 )
_a_
93
F(a,3)da =
f’1 ( 3 )
f 2 ( 3 )
f’1 ( 3 )
da + F ( f 2 ( 0 )  s0 )
9 f 2 ( 3 )  
23
( 1 0 )
This equation, as stated, can be readily applied to equation (9) 
Thus,
( 1 1 )
ou
3Ert(f > T
36 A
sin trTa 
nTa ! X p  ( t T  [ B a  -  ° 2 / 2 ] )  ( i T a ) d “
a-,
7rT
sin ^T^+A/22 exp ^2wi £3(e+A/2) _ (0+ a/2)2/ 2 ^
( e - A 7 f f 2~ " e x p  ( ^ T  " ( B - A /2  ) 2 / 2 ]  ^
sin ttT($- 
ttT
Having the derivative of the Fourier Transform of a 
function still permits one to obtain the inverse Fourier Transform 
via use of the following method. Using the definition of the 
Fourier Transform
00
E (f) = e(t)e~12irftdt
d o
- 0 0
( 1 2 )
arid differentiating f 12  j with respect to f gives
A- 8
3E_,(f)
 d____
3f
,, >. -i2nft ,, e(t)e dt (13)
now, equation (13) can be rewritten into a more useable form. 
That is,
3E (f)
= -i2ut E (f ) di □( (14)
where equation (12) was used once again. Now, the inverse 
Fourier Transform of equation (14) can be written as
3E (f)
F”1 1-i2irt Ed (f) j = i p  F_1 |Ed (f )J (15)
2?rt e(t)
where use  was made o f  th e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  th e  i n v e r s e  F o u r ie r
Transform.Solving for eQ (t) in equation (15) yields
eo( t )  = r i t
( 1 6 )
A-9
now that the basic idea has been presented, the task of finding 
the inverse Fourier Transform of equation (11) will now be 
undertaken. Consider the second term on the right hand side of 
equation (11).
5 l " f ( B W § r -- e x p  [ b < B + A / 2 ) -  < B W 2 ) 2 / 2 ] )
Expanding the exponent of the exponential produces
sin ttT(8+A/2) /2tt1 [ n , n >K / ^ \ / n , * /-»\ 2*1 \
" ttT(B+A72) 6Xp \ k ~  L0(B+A/2) " (B+A/2) J  J
sin irT (8+A/2) f 2iri \ $ 2 A2~|\= ' WTig+A/2).. exp\nr x [ t  - xjy-
In a similar fashion, the third term on the right hand side of 
equation (11) can be seen to equal
sin ttT(B-A/2) /27ri f „ 2  h 2 M
„ T ( B - A / 2 )  e X P ( —  [ B -  T j  ) • C19)
The first term in equation (11) can be simplified by cancellation
of the ttcx terms in numerator and denominator and, from equation (4)
of Section 3, by substituting T/A = 1/k. Thus, equation (11) can 
be restated as,
(17)
0 8 1
A - 1 0
3E ( f )
 a ____
33
1
k
21
kT
3 + A/2
3-A/2
>in -rrTa e x p ^ ^ -  |^3a -  a2/ 2 j   ^ da
, sin t t T (3 + A /2 )  / i r l T
+ — T t m 7 2 i    e x p \ i r  L
sin ttT ( B-A/2 ) /tti [*
ttT ( 3-A/2 ) e x p \^k L
32 - A2/4
32 - A2/4
] )
] )
( 2 0 )
For ease of handling these three terms, let
3E ( f )
— >^o  = E n + E _ + E _33 ol o2 o3 ( 2 1 )
and then, consider each term separately. Let us consider Eq  ^
first.
3+A/2
Jo l
2 i
2 k T
sin irTa exp (^IT [3a ” “2/2])da (2 2)
3-A/2
2 i
2 k T
3+A/2
3 - A / 2
jexp (iriTa) -  e x p (-TriTa)J e x p ^ ^ ^ -  ^3ot -  a2/2^^d
A - 11
In equation (22), the complex expression for the sinusoid was 
used in the expansion, and the (2i ) term in the numerator cancels 
the (2i) term in the demominator. The exponential terms can be 
conbined as follows:
(23)
exp (iriTa)exp - a2/2j^ = e x p ^ -  |^2(B+A/2)a - a2]^
where use has been made of the fact that k = A/T, i.e.,
iri (Aa) = * kTa = iriTa. In a similar fashion, the second
exponential term can be combined to yield the following:
(24)
exp ( - 7TiTa)exp |^3a “ a2//2] )  = e x p ^Ti~ 2(B-A/2)
2 l \  a - a 1.
Using equations (23) and (24) permits to be written as
3+A/2
Jol 2 k T ( £ [
exp Hr- 2 (3+A/2 )a da (25)
3-A/2
3+A/2
2 
k T
3 - A / 2
■ ( £ [
exp (-j—  2 (3-A/2 )a da,
A - 12
The next step in the analysis requires completing the square 
for each of the terms in brackets in equation (25). For the 
first term, with a minus sign placed in front of the exponent, 
the following expression used
2(3+A/2) + a2 = (3+A/2)2 - 2(3+A/2) + a2 - (3+A/2)2
[a - (B+A/2)]2 - (3+A/2 )2 (26)
In a similar way, the following expression is obtained
a2 - 2(3+A/2) = [a - (0-A/2)] - (3-A/2)2 (27)
The expressions derived in equations (26) and (27) should be 
substituted in equation (25) to yield
E
ol k2T
3+A/2
: x p [" i f  ( a " [ 3 + A / 2 ] ) 2J e x p [ ^  ( 3 + A / 2  ) 2] d a
3-A/2 
3+A/2
expj^- — ■ (a - [3-A/2]^2J e x p ^  (3-A/2)2Jda 
3-A/2
( 2 8 )
A - 1 3
For ease of handling, some appropriate substitutions will be made. 
First let,
6 ' = V I  “  ~ [ 3 + A / 2 ] (29)
and then, let n = B+A/2. Now
6' = (a - n) (30)
Now, the exponents, for the first term in equation (28) are 
given by
ttI  0 (31)
and
iri 2
I T  n
(32)
Substituting these into the first term yields
/ k 7 2
2 
k T
exp TT1k 6 ,2^exp ( i t  n 2 ) a e (33)
A- 14
The upper and lower limits for the Integral were determined In 
the following manner.
and
but
a x = $ + A / 2  ( 3 4  )
a 2 = B -  A / 2  ( 3 5 )
0^ = ( a x -  [ 3 + A / 2 ] )  = 0 ( 3 6 )
and
«2 = VI (“ 2 '  C S + A / 2 ] )  = ^  <-A) -  -  A ( 3 7 )
And the constant In front of the Integral and the variable of 
Integration were obtained be use of equation (29); i.e., differentiate 
equation (29)
or
da = > /W 2 d0 * . ( 3 9 )
A - 15
Equations (36), (37)» (38), and (39) were substituted into the 
first integral of equation (28) to yield equation (33).
For the second integral in equation (28), the following substi­
tutions will be made. First let,
0 = 3 -  A /2  ( 4 0 )
then let,
Differentiating (4l) yields
d<f> = a (4 2)
The upper and lower limits can be found as before,
*1 = i f  (oti  " a )  = i f  (A) C4 3 )
and
*2  " V f  ( ° 2  -  ®) * 0-
A- 16
Now, the exponents of the second Integral In equation (28) 
can be written as
ttI <t>‘ ( 4 4 )
and
TTI g
k
( 4 5 )
Substituting, equations (40) through (45) into the second 
integral in equation (28) yields
v k / 2
2 
k T
I *
exp(“ Tc" °2)exp (?"~2^ " )d(t> C46)
Before combining equations (33) and (46), one more substitution 
is necessary that one will be,
6 =  - 0 ( 4 7 )
then
e i  = VI4 ( 4 8 )
A- 17
and
e 2 = 0 (49)
and
d0 = -d0' (50)
Substituting equations (47) through (50) into equation (33) yields
✓k/2
2 
k T
$
e x p ( ^  n 2^exp^- ^  02^d0 (51)
I *
The minus sign can be eliminated by interchanging the upper and 
lower limits in equation (51), i.e.,
/k72
2 
k T
exp^jr n2^exp^- 02^d0 (52)
The next step will be to combine equations (46) and (52).
A - 18
Jo l
V ^ v
exp( x  n2)exp(“ X  02)d0
( 5 3 )
!Xp( x  a2)exp(- x  (f,2)d<(>
where 0^ = <{>^. Also,
/ k 7 2
?
k T
k / 2  _
T~2k T V 2 k 3T2
( 5 4 )
A l s o ,
. A = /2AT = /2 D  = 9,  A 1 ( 5 5 )
The reason for these substitutions may not appear 
obvious, but, if one refers to the definition of the Fresnel 
Integral the reason should become obvious.
Equation (53) can also be written as
Eo l
iri 2
.X  n
/ 2 k  A
ttI  2
X  6 d0 -
iri _2 
0
/ 2 k  A
" i  x2 -5" <P
d<j>
( 5 6 )
A- 19
The two integrals in equation (5 6 ) are identical. Hence,
E
ol / 2 k  A
1 (57)
One can recognize that the integral expression in 
equation (57) is in the form of the Presnel Integral and from 
the definition of the Presnel Integral
More important than the beautiful form Is the fact that Z(/2D) 
is a constant independent of frequency. This fact will permit 
us to reduce equation (57) to one that permits its inverse 
Fourier Transform to be taken quite easily. Let us continue, 
with this idea in mind, and rewrite equation (57) as follows,
(58)
e ( 5 9 )
ol ~ A 72k
Now,
n = 3 + A/2 = f - f + A/2 ( 6 0 )
A - 20
where use has been made of some previous definitions. This 
has been done here to illustrate the dependence of on
frequency. Now, consider the expression,
iri 2
T  n (61)
and let
Then,
n = - £ . (62)
t i  2 2
t - n - it n
k = " (63)
The inverse Fourier Transform of equation (6 3 ) will now be 
sought. According to Campbell and Foster,
'-[•"■"I ■ *  • » ( -  t ) ( 6 4 )
Substituting equation (62) into equation (64) yields
A - 2 1
^ [ o x p ^ n * ) ]  = - U  e x p ( = ^ j r )
hr
= /Ik exp (-irikt2 ) = e0}_(k)
where
The only Item that remains Is to determine how £0^(“t) is 
by the results of equation (60). To determine the effect 
consider the following
P 1 (f - u)] = e27rlutf(t).
Now, let use be made of equation (66) by making
f - u = f - f + A/2 = f - [fQ - A/2].
Therefore,
( 6 5 )
affected
9
( 6 6 )
( 6 7 )
u = f - A/2 . o ( 6 8 )
Making the appropriate substitution in equation (66) produces
r / 2irl(f -A/2)t
P 1 F(f - [f0 - A/2 ] H  = e ° f(t). (69)
The results of equation (6 9 ) can be applied to equation (6 5 ) 
if we rewrite equation (6 5 ) as follows.
2
F-1 Jexp(-Trr)n2 )J = F-1 |exp (-ir^Cf - (fQ - A / 2 ) J 2 (70)
Then, by comparing with equation (66)
c 2- 7T I
F (f ) = e n (71)
and
-tt (f-u)2
F(f-u) = e (72)
where u = fQ-A/2. Continuing in this fashion gives
F ^[F(f-u)] = F-^j^exp^-n^Cf-u]2^  = /ik exp(2iriut )exp(-irikt) 
= /ik exp(2iri[f0-A/2]t )exp(-irikt2 )
In a similar way, the inverse Fourier Transform of the second 
term in equation (59) will be determined. First,
a = $ - A/2 = f - f - A/2 = f - [fQ H- A/2]. (74)
Comparing this with equation (60) indicates that the only 
difference between them is the form of the term u; i.e.,
u = f + A/2 (75)o v J
for this term. In any event, the form of the resulting equations 
is unaltered. Therefore, in an analogous fashion, one can 
write, for the second term in equation (59), the following 
inverse Fourier Transform.
F-1 |exp^- a2)J = /Ik exp^2iri [(fQ+A/2)t - kt2/ 2 ^  . (76)
Having evaluated the inverse Fourier Transform of the components 
of equation (59), the complete inverse Fourier Transform can be 
written by inspection.
F •l | > o l ]  -  j / n ?  ( e x p [ 2 * l ( C f 0 - A / 2 ] t  -  lr t2/2 ) ]
^2Tri([f0+A/2]t - kt2/ 2 ^- exp
A- 24
Thus can be simplified by combining like expression in the 
two exponentials. This simplification yields,
e o l ( t )  = e x p ^ 27r i  j f Qt - k t 2 / 2 ] ^  j^exp ( -t tIA )t- exp(TriA)tJ
(78)
w h e r e
/ I k  ( 7 9 )
/ 2 k
were combined t o  give
/ = 2 i
(80)
The next simplification can be obtained if the expression for 
sin x is considered; i.e.,
ix -ix
sin x =  jjip  . (81)
The two exponentials inside the brackets can be combined to 
yield
A - 25
S l (t> = exp ^ 1  [fQt-kt2/2]j ^ -2l^ .xPi+gAA>exB (-JT.1 ^
= ~ = = Z  ~* ( f  D) exp^TTi [fQt-kt2/2]^ sin TrAt
= /=2i 7iZ(*/2D)exp ^ 2iri [fot-kt2/ 2 ] ^ ^ ^ ^ -  (82)
This can be further simplified by realizing that
V f _ TT i  /  _ TTiX1 ^2 _ iri
e 2 = \e = e = cosC-n/1!) + i sin(-ir/^)'
= {2_ , /2 (83)
2 “  1 2 ’
Substituting the exponential form of /^T into equation (82) gives
e ’l(t) = /2 irZ*(/2D)exp^27ri[fot-kt2/2 - ’
( 8 4 )
Referlng to equation (20) reveals that e -.(t) is actually one
01 3E ,(r)
component of the Inverse Fourier Transform of — £5—  • Thisdp
implies that the actual inverse Fourier Transform of this 
component will have to be found using the results of equation
( 1 6 ) ;  i . e . ,
£f
cj
A- 26
eol (t) 2irt F [Eol] 2-n t eol(t)
Using equations (84) and (8 5) permits the desired inverse 
Fourier Transform to be obtained. Hence,
£ol(t) = 27t ^  TrZ*(‘/2D)exp^2iri[fot - kt2/2 -
sin irAt
irA 
( 8 6 )
Simplifying (86) by combination of a few terms gives 
eol (t) ' Z* ( / 2 D ) e x p ^ i [ f 0t - kt2/2 - I])
( 8 7 )
As before, the term "i" can be eliminated by expressing '‘i* as 
an exponential.
i = eTri/2 (88)
Substituting this into (8 7 ) gives
e_,(t) = -* ^ 2^ ) exp^2iri[fot - kt2/2 + 1/8]^ slnol ^  wAt
( 8 9 )
A - 2 7
At this point, using the expression
» ax. s in ttAt s n n \sine At = — ^ —  (90)
It is possible to rewrite equation (89) to read as follows
eol (t) = - ■ exP^TTiJfot - kt2/2 + 1/8J ^  sine At
(91)
The signal given by equation (91) is still in complex form.
In order to see the actual form of this component of the de­
chirp filter output, it is necessary to take the real part of 
equation (91). Thus,
eol (t) = Re[eol(fc)] = Re
Z*(/2D)^  exp(2rt[fot-kt2/2+ I])
(92)
Since Z#(/2D) is a complex quantity, let it be written as
Z«(/2D) = Ae"lc (93)
where A and c are real constants and depend only on the upper 
limit of Z#(/2D). That is, they depend only on D, which is a 
constant for a particular system. This allows equation (92) 
to be written as follows,
sine At
A- 28 
f 94)
where a = g - c and is a constant. This equation will be 
used in the final summation of terms because of its simplicity.
It is interesting to consider a comparison between equation (92) 
and the equation in figure 5 , which is reproduced here for 
convenience.
eQ (t) = /D sine At cos 2tt |jfQt - kt2/2 + g-J (B)
These two equations have exactly the same form. The only dif­
ferences lie in the amplitude and the phase angle of the 
cosine term. Equation ( B) of figure 5 was the de-chirp 
filter response to a chirp waveform that was "actively generated" 
at the transmitter, whereas equation (9*0 is only part of the 
de-chirp filter response to the gated waveform. However, the 
similarities lead us to some conclusions. First, the remaining 
terms, that are to be presently evaluated, will distort the 
response and cause a new system to be necessary for demodu­
lation. Second, it would seem reasonable that if these two 
terms could be eliminated with one or two pieces of additional 
equipment, then the previous chirp radar systems could still 
be used and a tremendous saving could result. However, this 
previous suggestion will depend upon the form of these two terms.
eol(t) =
_A
/ ?
sine At cos 2TT I f  t  —L O kt /2 + a
A - 29
Returning to equation (16)
r _ 1 sin irT(8+A/2) /iri [-2 *2,,]^ .
o2 “ k ttT (3+A/2 )  exp \ i r L e " A /4J/ (95)
Evaluation of the inverse Fourier Transform will start by
making the following substitutions. Let
y = 6 + A/2 (96)
or
B = y - A/2 (97)
Squaring equation (97) gives
S2 = y2 - Ay + A2/4 (98)
Now, substitute equations (96), (97)> and (98) into equation (95). 
This yields
Eo2 = it ^ irT sF 2' exp  ( f  h 2 -  *  + * 2/ *  -  * ^ ] )
( 9 9 )
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This equation can be restated if the sine term 3s expanded in 
exponential form. If this Is dors' equal. Ion (dd) appears as
Eo2 = i  ( - i -  rk \ TrTy |_
exp iirTy - exp(-lirTy) 
21 exp f e  [ , ‘  - » ] )
( 100)
Combining exponential terms gives
Jo2
1
k
exp (x [y2 " Ay + kTy] “ exp T- [y2 - Ay ~ kTy])
2iiTTy
( 101)
Noting that k = A/T and using this in the two exponents of 
equation (101) simplifies the exponents as shown below. For the 
first exponent,
y2 - Ay + knTY = y2 - Ay + A/T Ty (102)
= y2 - Ay + Ay = y2
and f o r  the  second
y2 - Ay - kirTy = y2 - Ay - A/T Ty (103)
= y2 - Ay - Ay = y2 - 2Ay.
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Putting the results of equations (102) and (103) Into 
equation (101) yields
E
exp(Tr [y2]) - exp(:f  [y2 - 2AyJ)
o2
( 1 0 4 )
2nikTy
As before these substitutions were done in order to put E ^  
into a form which lends itself toward being inversly transformed. 
Once again, after searching various texts, a similar form has 
been obtained. Consider the first term on the right-hand side 
of equation (104), the inverse Fourier Transform is given by
, - 1
r ni 2 1
x  ye 1 1
kTp kT /-i/k
-iirkt e dt e o 2 ( t ) (105)
where p = 2Triy.
The form of equation (95) does not appear to be readily 
useful. However, there are similar terms yet to be evaluated and 
judgment should be reserved until then. It should also be noted 
that the integral is in a Fresnel integral form so at worst the 
integral will be available in tabulated form.
Returning to equation (104), the Inverse Fourier Trans­
form of the second term will now be calculated. The second term 
can be written in the following form by completing the square 
of the exponent.
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e xp ^ f  [ y 2 -  2Ay]^ exp ^ X  [ y 2 “ 2 Ay + A2]^ e x p ^ -  ^  A2 ^
2irikTy 2irikTy
e x p ( x  "  A^ 2)exp(- 2 1 A2^
27rikTy (106)
The second term was rewritten in the form because it lends 
itself to the same form as equation (105). However, some ad­
ditional changes will have to be made in order to permit 
equation (105) to be used. First of all it should be noted 
that the term exp^r- A2  ^ is independent of frequency. Therefore, 
it will be treated as a constant while performing the inverse 
Fourier Transform. The change will be in the form of a substi­
tution, so as to permit equation (1 0 6) to appear as equation (1 0 5). 
Therefore, let
Z = y - A. (107)
Then making the appropriate substitution in equation (106 ) yields
exp ( x  “ A]2^exp^- 2- A2 ^ exp^p- Z2^exp(iriAT)
2irikTy ” 2iri(z+A)kT
( 1 0 8 )
where the substitution k = A/T was made in the second 
exponential term. To make equation (108) appear more useful 
rewrite as follows.
exppj^- Z2 Jexp (--rriAT) expp^T Z2 jexp(-niAT)
(109)
2 tt1 ( z + A ) kT ( p - p o )kT
where p = 2iriz and p = -2iriApo
Although this is not the same as equation (105), it 
does lend itself to a standard form available in the tables. 
The inverse Fourier Transform is given by the following ex­
pression
F
^ exp(-iriAT)exp^- z2^
k T ( p - p o )
t
exp (-TriAT) e-27riAt e+2iriATe-iiTkT2
kT /^T7k
tti
eo2 (t) (110)
The variable of integration, x, was used so that the terms inside 
the integral would not be confused with the variable t outside 
the integral.
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Some additional things can still be done with 
equation (110) to simplify the picture. Consider the three 
exponential terms
O
exp (-iriAT)exp (27riAx )exp ( - i i T k x  ) .  ( I l l )
These can be combined in the following fashion
exp (-iriAT)exp ( 2tt1Ax )exp (-irikx2) = exp ^ -irki |x2 - 2Tx + T2]^ ,
( 1 1 2 )
Where use has been made of the fact that k = A/T. Now, the 
exponent in equation (1 1 2 ) is a perfect square; i.e.,
exp ^ -irki[ x - T]2  ^. (113)
This allows equation (110) to be written as
w
£
(j.) _ exp (-2irlAt) 
02 kT /^T7k
exp^-irki[x - T]2^dx (114)
By substituting
T = T - T
A-35 
( 1 1 5 )
and
dr = dx (116)
and
1
and
t , = - »  ( 1 1 7 )
t2 = t - T (118)
Into equation (114) will give
t-T
*o2
^  j _ exp (-2irlAt) 
kT /=I7k
exp ^-irkiT2 ^dT ( 1 1 9 )
Before we can complete the inverse Fourier Transform, some 
additional factors must be considered. First, by definition
y = 3 + A/2 = f - fQ + A/2. ( 120 )
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Second, again by definition
z = y _ A = 3 + A/2 - A = 3 - A/2 = f - fQ - A/2 (121)
These two equations require the alteration of equations (105)
and (119). However, the alteration is not particularly
difficult one to obtain. In fact a similar alteration was done 
»
to eol(t). The basis for the change can be seen in equation (6 6 ). 
To make the terms more compatible, let
y = f - fQ + A/2 = f - [fo - A/2] (122)
= f - u
where u = f - A/2, o
Then, equation (105) can be rewritten as follows
, - 1
r TTi 2 1
i t  ye = P"1
£  (f-U )2 ‘
e
kTp 2irikT(f-u) (123)
which according to equation (6 6 ) can also be written as
( 1 2 4 )
A - 3 7
where
exp (f-u) 2
F(f-u) = ---------   (125)
then,
exp ^  f2
F(f) = ---- # ---- (126)
With these definition, equation (105) takes on the following 
form
e o 2 ( t )  =
exp(2iri[f -A/2]t) _i7rkT2= ------- \ ---------- o------------- )_ e  dT ( 1 2 7 )
kT /-I7k
where for simplicity t  has again been used as the variable of 
integration.
In a similar fashion, the same can be done with 
equation (119) with the aid of equation (121). Thus,
z = f - f - A/2 = f - [fQ+A/2] (128)
= f - u
A- 38
where
u = fQ+A/2
Now, from equation (110)
exp(-TriAT)
kT
e x P \ l T  z " 
( p - p 0 J
= P - l exp(-iriAT) ( exp( k  ^kT \ (p-u-
which has the standard form
where
P-1 e-*iL(.z|i.AT) F(f-u)
P(f-u)
_ e x p ( f  [f-u]2)
( p -  u - P0 )
then
P(f) =
Tri -2  exp -j- f
i F ^ r
Using the previous definitions permits equation 
to take on the following form
f-u]2)
( 1 2 9 )
( 1 3 0 )
( 1 3 1 )
( 1 3 2 )
( 1 1 9 )
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ni
e o ( t )o2
:xp ^ 2tti [ fQ+A/2 ]tj exp ^ -2irlAt ^  
kT /^I7k
t-T
exp ^ -TrkiT2)dT
(133)
This can be simplified by combining the two exponential terms 
in front of the integral. For these two terms
exp (2Tri[fo+A/2 ]t )exp (-2iriAt) = exp (2iri[fo~A/2 ]t). (134)
Replacing this expression in equation (133) yields
t i l
eo2 ( t
exp(2Ttl[fQ-A/2 ]t^ 
kT »CT7k
t-T
^ - T r k iT 2 )exp( frki  Jdx (135)
Since is comprised of two terms, its inverse Fourier Trans­
form is given by the difference of equations (127) and (135). 
The results are,
e o 2 ( t )
x exp(27ri[fo-A/2]t) 
“ ”  /= I 7 kkT
t-T
e - 7* 17 dx -irkiT . e dt
( 1 3 6 )
Equation (13 6) can still be simplified even further if one 
considers combining the two integrals. Each integral has the 
same integrands but different limits. The first integral ex­
tends from (-<» -to -t) and the second integral extends from 
(-00 _to -t-T); therefore, the second integral will subtract, 
from the first, the contribution from (-« - to-t-T) and have 
only the contribution from (t-T -to - t). Thus, equation (136) 
will take on the following form,
Equation (20) indicates that e ~(t) is the second component
 ^17 ^
that comprises the inverse Fourier Transform of — ^ —  .
As a result, the inverse Fourier Transform of this component 
of °an be found by reference to equation (1 6 ), which is
repeated for convenience
exp^27ri[fQ-A/2]t ^ 
kT /=T7k J
t-T
3E d(£ )
( 16)
Equation (137) is the term in brackets, i.e.,
[3E (f)"| exp^2Trl[fo-A/2]t)3f  J kT /^T7 k exp (-nkiT^)dTt-T
( 1 3 8 )
A - 4 1
Using equation (138) allows e02^t  ^ to be evaluate(l with the 
aid of equation (16). That is,
e o 2 ( t )
exp ^ 2x1 [fp-A/ 2  ]t ^
2nt
kT /^I7k
e x p ^ - n k i T ^ ) d T  ( 1 3 9 )
t-T
Now, it would seem reasonable that the terms in "i" should be 
combined in exponential form with the already existent exponential 
term. T at is,
in/ 2
/ i y+e iff/ 2
gin/ 2  ^ gin/ 2  ^ iir/ 2  in/ 4 _ i3n/ 4
JT/ 2  = -in/4 = e e = ee( e - / 2 ) ;
( 1 4 0 )
Expression (140) can be placed in equation (139) and simplify 
it to read as follows,
eo 2 (t> =
exp (2ni([fQ-A/2]t + 3/8))
'  T*2nkT
exp^-nkiT^)dx ( 1 4 1 )
t-T
One more simplification can still be made in equation (l4l) by 
combining the items kT . This yields
A- 42
kT + l ± = W 2-i_ = W kT2 (14?)
But, k = A/T. Thus,
VkT 2 = y |  T2 = /AT = /D (143)
Using the results of equation (143) In equation (l4l) produces 
the following result,
e o 2 ( t )
exp ^ 2tt1 [(fo-A/2)t + 3/8]
2n /D t
e x p ^ -n k iT 2)dT (144)
t-T
A few items of interest can be seen in equation (144). First
of all, the denominator has a term "t"; normally this would
present a problem at t = 0 , however, when the third term
comprising the inverse Fourier Transform of E (f) is found
d
a compensating term will become evident; therefore, discussion 
of this item will be left till that time. The next item of 
interest is the Integral expression. This can be rewritten 
as follows,
A - 43
I- '
exp ^-TTkiX^ dx = exp (-irklx’’)d t  - exj
t-T
^-ttk 1 t ' ^d t
(145)
With the integral rewritten as so, it should be noted that each 
integral has the form of a Presnel integral; i.e., equation ( 9) 
of Section 3 which is repeated here for convenience.
v
Z(v) = ixra^ /2 , e da = C(v) + i S(v) (9)
To apply equation ( 9) of Section 3 to equation (145) means
II O 11
that in the first term "v" is synonymous with ”t" and a / 2
ii p"
is synonymous with kx and also the complex conjugate of 
equation ( 9) of Section 3 must be taken. For the second term,
ii 2 Tl
"v" is synonymous with Mt-T" and a /2 is synonymous with
i» 2 11
kx and, as before, the complex conjugate must be taken 
because of the minus sign in the exponent. Thus, it can be 
concluded that all the items in equation (144) can be evaluated 
even if a computer is necessary for the evaluation.
The final point to be made concerning equation (144) 
stems from the fact that e0 2 ^ )  ls due a comPlex input 
signal and, in order to determine the response to a real input 
signal, the real part of equation (144) must be taken. That is,
A - 4 4
e o 2 ^t ) = Re e o 2 ^t  ^ = Re
exp^2fri (fo-A/2)t + 3/e])
2u /D t
exp^-irkix'
t-T
= Re
exp^2iri [(f0-A/2)t + 3/8])
2tt /D t
( 1 4 6 )
z*(/2k t) - z*(/2k [t-T]) 
/2k
where use has been made of the discussion above and equation (1^5 ) 
In equation (145) let
2 ? 
kx = a  / 2 ( 1 4 7 )
or
x 2 = “_
T 2k ( 1 4 8 )
or
x = a / / 2 k ( 1 4 9 )
Then, by differentiating equation (149)
A-45
dr = da//2k ( 1 5 0 )
The lower limit for each integral on the left-hand side of 
equation (145) is still zero. However, the upper limit for 
the first integral changes to
a2 = /2k t 2 = /2k t ( 1 5 1 )
and, for the second integral, the upper limit becomes
a2 = /2k t2 = (t-T)/2k ( 1 5 2 )
Using the above mentioned substitution, equation (145) becomes
t-T
t-T
exp^-Trkix2 ^dx = exp^-irkix2) dx -  exp^-7rkix2 )dx
/2k t
/ 2 k
exp (-7ria2/ 2 ) da ( 1 5 3 )
/2k (t-T)
/2k
exp ( - ir ia 2/ 2 ) da
A- 46
Using the notation of equation ( 9) of Soot Ion 3, equation (IM) 
takes on the following form,
exp^-7rkir2^dT = — £z#(/2k t) - z* (/2k (t-T)^l 
t-T
(1 54)
In equation (146), the Presnel integrals are noted to be
functions of time. Also, the results of actually taking the
real part of equation (146) will put off until the final term,
corresponding to E^(f), has been evaluated.
Thus, the only remaining task to be completed is the
evaluation of E i.e., o35 3
p _ 1 sin ttT(8-A/2) /rri fr 2 n r r ,
Eo3 ' ' k irT(8-A/2) p \ k "  L6 “ A / V ]  J C155)
Since E _ and E „ are very similar in form, the same method03 o2 3
for evaluation of the inverse Fourier Transform will be
followed here. Therefore, let
x = 8 - A/2 (156)
then,
8 = x + A /2 (157)
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Squaring equation (157) yields
82 = (x+A/2)2 = x2 + Ax + A2/4 (158)
Now, the exponent of equation (155) can be determined by 
evaluating
g2 _ a 2/4 = x2 + Ax + A2/4 - A2/4 = x 2 + Ax (159)
Substituting the results of equations (156) and (159) into 
equation (1 5 5 ) yields the following form,
1 sin ttTx / tt!  T 2 , A l \  
o3 k ttTx p \"k" Lx + axJ )  t 1 6 ^
The next step will be to expand the sinusoidal term in its 
exponential form, i.e.,
sin ttT x = e11rTx - e-11,Tlc (161)
ttTx 2iirTx
This allows equation (160) to be put into the following form
A - 48
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Eo3 = ‘  i f  e x p ( l f  ( x 2 + ^ ) )
exp(iiTTx) - exp(-iTrTx) 
2irikTx ]
= - exp ( x  [ x 2 « x ] )  [
exp(lirTx) - exp(-lTrTx) 
2irikTx ]
(162)
It is obvious that the next step is to combine the 
exponential terms. Therefore,
Jo3
e x p ( ^  [x2 + Ax + kTxj ^  - exp
2irikTx
x + Ax - kTx
(163)
]}
where the exponential terms inside the brackets of equation (1 6 2 ) 
were rewritten as
exp(iiTTx) = exp kTx^ (164)
and
exp(-iirTx) = exp^- kTx^ (165)
before they were combined into equation (1 6 3). Now, equation (1 6 3 ) 
can be simplified even further if kT is replaced by A. Using 
this equivalence in equation (1 6 3 ) permits it to be written in 
the following way,
E
o3
exp (t [':
A - 4 9
+ Ax + A x ] )  ~ e x p ( i t L [ x ‘ + Ax - Ax
2iriAx
l )
e x p ^ j^ -  [ x 2 + 2Ax ) -  e x p ( i f  I/]
2 tt:LAx (166)
The expression for E . is in a form which allows its inverse
o3
Fourier Transform to be taken with just a few more manipulations.
Toward this end, let us operate on the first term of in
equation (1 6 6 ) by completing the square of the exponent of the
2
exponential term. That is, by adding a A and subtracting a 
2
A from the exponent it is possible to complete the square, i.e.,
2 2 2 2 x + 2Ax = x + 2Ax + A - A
= (x2 + 2Ax + A2 ) - A2 (167)
= (x + A)2 - A2
Substituting the results of equation (167) into the exponent of 
the first term in equation (167) allows the first term to take 
on the following form,
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e x p ( ^  [ x 2 + 2 A x j )  e x p ( l f  [ x2 + 2Ax + a2 “ a2] )
2iriAx ~ 2iriAx
e x p (lc" ^X+A^  " a 2 )  ( 1 6 8 )
2 tt1Ax
exp( x  Cx+A32)exp(“ x  a2)
2 tt1Ax
Note that the second exponential term of equation (168); i.e., 
e x p ^ ~  A2 ) is independent of frequency and will be carried 
along as a constant as the inverse Fourier Transform is performed. 
The first exponential term is a function of frequency and its 
inverse Fourier Transform will now be found. First some substi­
tution will be made in order to facilitate the work. Therefore, 
let
a) = x + A ( 1 6 9 )
or
a) -  A = x ( 170 )
Substituting this into equation (168) yields
A - 5 1
oxp (t * Cx+A]2)exp(- 2[^ - )  exp(- ^Tf-Jexpfjf w2 )
2-rriAx ~ 2iriA( w~A)
( 1 7 1 )
exp / iriA2\ /Tri 2 \I-  — yexp ( i r  M )
a (p- pc )
where the expressions for p and pQ in equation (171) are
p = 2iTiw (1 7 2 )
and
p = 2TriA (173)
o
As written, equation (171) is very similar to equation (110) 
and its inverse Fourier Transform will be given by a very 
similar expression. Therefore, using the ideas from equation (110), 
it is possible to write down the inverse Fourier Transform of 
equation (171) as,
a-l exp
( ttIA2 1 A ri  2 \  i ttIA2 |
\ -  — / e x p ( ~ F  M )  = e x p \ -  ^ - i r )
A(p-PQ )
■2TriAt
A /^I7k
-2tt1At -inkx . e e dx
= 6o3(t) (174)
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The variable of integration used is t  in order to avoid any 
confusion between the terms outside and inside the integral.
In order to be able to rewrite equation (17*0 in a more useful 
form consider the following three terms,
exp^- ^exp(-2tt1At )exp^-lTrkT2) (175)
These three terms are under consideration because it appears 
that these terms might forma perfect square in the exponents. 
To see this, consider the first exponential term,
exp = e x p = exp^-mikT2) (176)
where the substitution A = kT was made. Now, it is apparent 
that the next term to consider in
exp(-2iriAT) = exp(-2irikTT). (177)
Again A = kT was used.
All three exponents have the common factor of irik 
which can be factored to give
exp^-TTikT2^exp^-2TrikTx^exp^-i7rkx2 ^  = exp^-irki^T2 + 2T t + T2
= e x p ^ - 7 r k i [ x  + T ] 2^
(178)
The results of equation (178) permit the following simplification 
of equation (17*0 to be made
_ exp(-2iriAt) 
03 A / ^ 7 k
exp ^-7rki[x + T]2^dx (179)
Still further simplifications can be made to the integral if 
the following substitutions are made,
x = x + T (180)
then by taking the derivative of equation (180) the following 
equation results,
dx = dx (181)
As far as the limits are concerned, the following are seen 
to follow. For the lower limit
A- 54 
( 1 *2 )
and for the upper limit
x2 = t + T (183)
Making these substitutions in equation (179) produces the 
following result,
" (t) . exp(-2nlAt) 
o i  A /^ T 7 k
t+T
2 'exp^-irkir )dr (184)
Referring to equation (174) indicates that the frequency 
variable used in the inverse Fourier Transform was w. Therefore, 
in order to complete the inverse Fourier Transform of equation 
(184), it will necessary to see how the frequency variable 
depends upon f. First, from equation (169),
w = x + A. (185)
Then, using equation (156), where x was defined, and substituting 
this equation (1 8 5 ) gives,
a) = 3 -  A/ 2  + A ( 1 8 6 )
= 0 + A/2
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the only remaining quantity to be evaluated in terms of f is 0. 
And from equation (7)
co = f - f + A/2 (187)
= f - [fQ - A/2].
Having evaluated the dependence of co are f, there remains 
only the task of using these ideas to change the results of 
equation (184). To do this, reference is once again made to 
equation (66) which is repeated here for convenience.
F 1 Jj?(f - u)] = e27Tlutf(t). ( 6 6 )
For equation (66) to be useful it will be necessary to rewrite 
equation (171) in a form similar to equation (66), therefore,
exp(“ ■nn^)exp('T w2)  _ exp(~ ;nr")exp(if tf_u 2^)
* ■ -  A / r p - ^ - q
(188)
where equation (187) was used in place of co and
u = f Q -  A / 2  ( 1 8 9 )
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The expression pu was obtained in the following fashion.
From equation (172),
P = 27riw (190)
Therefore, using equation (174) yields
p = 2tt1u) = 2iri[f - (fQ-A/2)]
= 2iri[f - u] = p - pu (191)
where pu = 2 tt1 u
From equation (188) it becomes apparent that
e xp(- S ^ - ) e x p ( ^  f2)
' f )  ■ —  a t p t p0 r - — ^ ^
The form of the inverse Fourier Transform of equation (192) 
is given by equation (174). All that remains is to now make 
use of equation (66). Hence, equation can be now be written as,
t+T
eo3(t)
exp(2iriut )exp(-2trlAt) 
A /117k
exp^-irkix2 ^ dx (193)
A- 5 7
The first two exponentials outside the integral in equation (193) 
can be combined in the following way,
exp(2irlut )exp(-2TriAt) = exp^2iri[fo-A/2]t^exp(2iriAt)
= exp^2iri[fo+A/2]t (194)
This result should now be substituted into equation (193), i.e.,
exp^2iri[fo+A/2 ]t ^ 
e _ o ( t )  = _____
03 A /=T7k
t+T
exp (-TrkiT2^dT (195)
now that the inverse Fourier Transform for the first exponential 
has been completed, the next step will be to evaluate the 
inverse Fourier Transform for the second exponential term that 
comprises in equation (166). That is, we are interested in 
the inverse Fourier Transform of
6XP( X  * 2 )  ( 1 9 6 )
2uiAx
To aid this in this problem, let
p = 2-rrix (197)
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then, it is possible to rewrite equation (196) as follows,
exp
( ¥ ) . ! ! # !
2iriAx Ap
(198)
It should be noted that equation (198) is in a form very 
similar to equation (105). Therefore, using the same basic idea 
the inverse Fourier Transform of equation (198) can be written 
as fellows,
, - 1 exp
Trix 
k
Ap A /-i/k
( P\ 1,1-■nkiT JdT = eo^(t) (199)
It is obvious that the frequency variable x used in equation (199)
is not equal to f. Therefore, it will be necessary to find
the relation between x and f in order to determine the actual
n»
inverse Fourier Transform of eo^(t). Referring to equation (156) 
indicates that
x = 8 - A/2 ( 2 0 0 )
But from equation (7)» it is possible to write
x = f - f - A/2 o
= f - [va/2l
(201)
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Now, let
u = f + A/2 (202)
then,
x = f - u. (203)
Now to make use of equation (16), substitute equation (203) 
into equation (198). This substitution yields the following 
result,
e x p ( i ^ )  C20
Ap A(p-pu)
where
pu = 2tt1u . (205)
From equation (204), it is apparent that
F(f) = e]tp ( I ¥ - )Ap (206)
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Now, utilizing the results of equation (66) permits the inverse 
Fourier Transform of equation (206) to take on the following 
form
, - 1 exp <
tri ( f - u ) ‘
A ( p - pu ) = e
m
o3
( t ) = e x P ( 27rlu6 )
A /-i/k
exp ^ -TrkiT^^dx
exp ^ 2Tri[fQ+A/2 ]t ^
A /^I7k
exp ^ -TrkiT^dt
(207)
Equation (207) represents the completion of the inverse
Fourier Transform of the second term of E The inverseo3
Fourier Transform of can now be found using the difference 
of equations (195) and (207). Hence,
° '  ( e° 3 ( t )  -  e o 3 ( t ) )  = eo 3 ( t )  -  eo 3 ( t )  = eo 3 ( t )
exp ^ 2nl[fo+A/2]t^
A /=T7k
t+T
exp (-TrkiT^)dT - exp^-irkiT^^dT
( 2 0 8 )
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where all the common exponential factors were placed in front 
of the IntegraIn. The next step 1n the process will be to 
simplify equation (208) by comb 1 nI rig the I ntogruJ:: because they 
have the same integrands. The difference between the two inte­
grals be in the limits of integration. In order to combine 
the terms, consider rewriting the integrals in the following 
manner,
With the integrals written as in equation (209) it's a simple 
matter to them because the first integrals extends from 
(_oo _ - t). Therefore, the result of the combination gives
an integral which extends from (t - to - t+T). Therefore,
t t+T
t+T t
t t+T t+T
t
(210)
A- 6 2
The results of equation (210) should be substituted into 
equation (2 0 8) to yield the following result,
eo 3 ( t )  =
exp(2TTi[fQ+A/2]t)
t+T
A /^T7k
exp ^ -irkiT^^dT. (211)
By referring to equation (21), it is seen that equation (211)
represents the inverse Fourier Transform of the third component 
3E,(-?)
°f — gg—  . Therefore, in order to determine the actual
inverse Fourier Transform of this component, it is necessary
to make use of equation (1 6 ) which is repeated here for convenience.
eo(t) = 2it P L ~ ~ ^ J  (16)
f
Since e0g(t) represents the inverse Fourier Transform of the 
derivative of a frequency function, the actual inverse Fourier 
Transform can be found by multiplying equation (211) by the 
term * That is>
'o3
t+T
/  ,  \ /  ,  V I exp(2TTi[f +A/2]t) ,
(t) = (e n(t))(7r=p) = - ------  — -------- ^ exp (-irkiT )dTV o 3  2lrt L \  /
( 2 1 2 )
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The' f ! i*:'. t ;;lc|i In 1 rri|> J 1 f‘y I ng equation (212) will be to represent 
the terms In "1" by the exponential equivalent. Therefore,
-i = e-ui/2
and
/ = i  = = (e'1^ 2)
1 / 2
(214)
= e-in/4
Since one term appears in the numerator and one in the denominator, 
they can be combined to give,
= 1  -  e l7T/2 _ -in/2 in/4
-in/4 e e/ = T
( 2 1 S)
-in/4 = e = e
+2ni (- f )
Thus, equation (215) can be substituted into equation (212) to 
yield the following result,
eo3(t> =
exp/2irl([fo+A/2]t - 1/8)) t+T
2nAt /l7k
exp^-nkix^dx
( 2 1 6 )
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The terms i n  th e  denom inator  can be combined t o  y i e l d  a f u r t h e r  
s i m p l i f i c a t i o n .  That i s ,
A / I 7 k  = kT / lT k (21 7)
= ^ k 2 T2 / l 7 k k 2T2k = fkT £
or t h i s  can be w r i t t e n  as
A / I 7 k  = j G 2 = T2 = /AT = /D.
S u b s t i t u t i n g  t h i s  r e s u l t  i n t o  e q u a t io n  ( 2 1 6 ) produces
eo 3 ( t )  =
exp ( [ f c + A /2 ] t  -  1 / 8 ) ^ t+T
2-rr /D t
e x p ^ -x r k iT 2 ^dT
(218)
The i n t e g r a l  in  e q u a t i o n  (2 1 8 )  appears  t o  be a ty p e  o f  F r e s n e l  
i n t e g r a l .  Thus, c o n s i d e r  expanding  t h e  i n t e g r a l  as  f o l l o w s
t+T t+T
ex p ^ -n k iT 2^dT = exp ^-irkiT2^dT -  e x p ^ -n k iT 2^dT
( 2 1 9 )
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Compare t h i s  w i th  e q u a t io n  ( 9) o f  s e c t i o n  3 which w i l l  be  
r e p e a t e d  f o r  c o n v e n i e n c e ,
v
Z(v)  =
2
e i n a  / 2 da = c ( y )  + i S ( v )  (220)
I f  one were t o  compare t h e s e  e q u a t i o n s ,  i t  becomes apparent  t h a t  
th e y  are  v er y  s i m i l a r  and by making a few s im p le  s u b s t i t u t i o n s  
th e y  can be made e q u a l .  T h is  s h a l l  be done p r e s e n t l y .  For th e  
f i r s t  i n t e g r a l ,  l e t
ct2/ 2  = kx2 (221)
then
t2 = a 2/ 2 k  (2 2 2 )
Taking t h e  sq u a re  r o o t  o f  b o th  s i d e s  y i e l d s
t = a / / 2 k  (223)
Now d i f f e r e n t i a t e  e q u a t io n  (223)*  This  y i e l d s
dT  ■ i t  C 2 2 4 )
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For t h e  l i m i t s ,  th e  f o l l o w i n g  i s  o b ta in e d
= /2k = /2k  (o )  = 0 (225)
and f o r  the  upper l i m i t
a 2 = /2k t 2 = /2 k  ( t+ T ) . (226)
For t h e  second  i n t e g r a l  e q u a t io n s  (2 2 1 )  through (2 2 5 )  
are  s t i l l  v a l i d  o n ly  th e  upper l i m i t  changes .  That i s ,
ag = / 2 k  t (227)
Making t h e s e  s u b s t i t u t i o n s  i n  e q u a t i o n  (219)  w i l l  g i v e  the  
f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t
t+T
exp ^-Trkir2)dT
/2k (t+T) /2 k  t
1
/ 2 k
exp ( - ir ia 2/ 2 ) d a  -  ——  
V ' /2k
exp (-rria2/2) da
( 2 2 8 )
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Comparing the equation (220) with the integrals on the right-hand 
side of equation (2 2 8 ) indicates that the only difference is the 
sign of the exponents. However, this difference can be eliminated 
by taking the complex conjugate of equation (220).
v
Z*(v) = exp ^-7ria2 / 2 ^ da = C(v) - iS(v) ( 2 2 0 )
Now equations (228) and (229) are in a similar form 
and would be equal if v in the first integral is given by
v = /2k (t+T) (230)
and if v in the second integral is equal to the following
v = /2k t. (231)
With these expressions for v, it is possible to write 
the integral on the left-hand side of equation (228) as
t+T
exp(-irklT2)dT = ^Z*(/2k (t+T)) - Z#(/2k t ) j
( 2 3 2 )
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This allows equation (218) to have the following form
eo3(t) -
exp ^2TTi([fo + A / 2 ] t  -  1 /8 ]
2 7T /D t
Z* (/2k (t+T)) - Z* (/2k t)
/2k
Remembering that this is the response to a complex waveform, 
the response to the actual input signal will be given by the 
real part of e^Ct). That is,
eo3 (t> = Re £o3(t>
= Re
exp ^ 2tt1 ([ fQ+A/2 ]t - 1/8)^
2 it /D t
( 2 3 4 )
' z * (/2k (t+T)) - Z* (/2k t) 
/2k
Since there are three components comprising the output signal, 
the actual output is the sum of the three terms. That is,
eo (t> ‘ 6ol(t) + eo2(t) + eo3(t) = R e [eol(t) + eo2(t) + eo3(t)]
( 2 3 5 )
To obtain equation (235) take the sum of equations (94), (146), 
and (235).
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Before going any further, this is a good point to 
recapitulate what has gone on already. The first step in the 
analysis produced the output of the ideal band pass filter.
With this serving as the input to the chirp filter, the chirp 
filter output signal was obtained. The frequency spectrum of 
the chirp filter output was then convolved with the frequency 
spectrum of the gate circuit. The resulting spectrum was 
multiplied by the spectrum of the de-chirp filter. This final 
spectrum was inverted and this is what appears in equation (235). 
The form of equation (235), however, still needs some further 
simplification. However, this effort led to extremely diffi­
cult terms to evaluate and forced the author to seek additional 
means to find a more useful form of equation (2 3 5 ).
This approach is based upon the use of the output 
signal due an input which is the conjugate of the input used 
to evaluate equation (235).
In other words, evaluate the output of the de-chirp 
filter to two chirp filter input signals. The first one being
2irif t .o s i n  . t t  (236)
nAt '
and the second being
2 u i f 0t  s l n  
e irjt C237)
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the sum of equations (2 3 6 ) and (2 3 7 ) is
n  „  „  , Sin TTAt /  n h a  V2 cos 2irf t — — T-r- (238)o irAt v J
which is the actual input signal under consideration. The ex­
pression in equation (237) is the negative frequency component 
of the spectrum of the signal in equation (2 3 8). For this input 
waveform the chirp and de-chirp filter spectrums are the complex 
conjugates of the spectrums given by equations (2-6) and (fi ) of 
Section 3.
The evaluation of the de-chirp filter response will 
not require an extensive derivation similar to the one already 
given. Much of this work will be saved because of the following 
characteristic of the Fourier Transform. Since the input wave­
form and filter characteristics are the complex conjugates of 
the ones already considered, the spectrum, E^(f), is the complex 
conjugate of the one given in equation (7)« Therefore, consider 
the following equations. Given that
00
C(t) = C(f )e27Tlftdf = F-1[C (f ) ] ( 2 3 9 )
Then, the complex conjugate of c(t) will be given by the following
'CD
C#(t) = C*(f )e“‘-7T' f ldr. 
o
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(24 0)
But, we are interested in the inverse Fourier Transform of C#(f) 
only. Therefore, to achieve this result, consider the following
, o
C*( t) = C*(-f )e+2lTlftdf (241)
CO
thus, this equation indicates that the inverse Fourier Transform 
of C*(-f) is
Since, the form of C(t) has already been evaluated, 
it will be a simple matter to find the response to the input
given by equation (237)- Then, the two signals can be added to
evaluate the response to the actual input signal.
Before invoking the results of equation (241) some 
groundwork must first be laid. The groundwork involves 
considering the expression for chirp filter in the negative 
frequency range. In the negative frequency range, the chirp
filter expression can be written as follows
-(iu/k)(f+f )2 „
Hj(f) = e ; > < O  (242)
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This expression also has one item which distinguishes from the 
previous case. In the previous case,
0 = f - fo ( 2 4 3 )
whereas for the case at hand
0 = f + fo
( 2 4 4 )
Therefore, before use is made of the above mentioned fact it will 
be imoortant to see where it will change the resulting output 
waveform. While determining the inverse Fourier Transform of the 
aforementioned time signals 3 was used as frequency variable. 
Therefore, for these time signals, no effect will appear. However, 
the changes will occur when making use of equation (66), i.e.,
Thus, before applying equation (24l), this alteration in the 
meaning of 0 must be made. To see the alteration necessary, 
let's reconsider the various frequency variables used when 
determining the inverse Fourier Transforms.
F"1 F(f-u) = e27rlutf(t). ( 6 6 )
In equation (96), repeated here for convenience,
y = 0 + A/2 = f - f + A/2
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( 9 6 )
= f - (fQ-A/2)
the value of u is given by
u = f - A/2 o ( 2 45)
where the 0 in equation (243) was used. Now, using the definition 
of 0 in equation (244)
y = 0 + A/2 = f + f + A/2
= f - (-f -A/2) o ( 2 4 6 )
and
u = - f  -  a / 2  o ( 2 4 7 )
Therefore, before using equation (24l), the expression for e02 ^ ^  
in equation (1 3 9 ) should be changed as follows
± e x p ( 2 T r i [ - f o - A / 2 ] t )
eo2(t/ 2irt kT / - 1 7 k
e x p ^ - i r k i T 2 ^dT
t - T
( 2 4 8 )
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the only change that was made reflected the change In u of 
equation (247).
The next step will be to apply the results of equation 
(24l); i.e., take the complex conjugate and substitute (-t) for t. 
Therefore,
go2(_t) 2irt
exp ^ -2ui[fo+A/2]t\
-t
kT /+i/k
' ^TTkix2 ^expfi kix Jdx (249)
-t-T
First thing that can be done to simplify equation (249) will be 
to interchange limits by placing a minus sign in front of 
equation (249). That is,
"o2 (-t) = - 2irt
exp ^ -2iri[fo+A/2 ]t ^ 
kT /+i/k
-t-T
-t
exp ^ 7rkix2)dx
(250)
Next, let
x = -x (251)
or
dx = - d x ( 2 5 2 )
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then, substituting these results into equation (250) allows us 
to write the following
go 2 ( t ') 27rt
 ^ exp ^ -2iri[fo+A/2]t ^
t+T
kT /+I7k
exp ^ TikiT2^dT (253)
The two complex terms should now be combined into the exponential 
as follows
i  = e U / 2 (254)
and
/ r =  ( (255)
therefore,
i 1tt/2 iir/4 iir/4 —  = e - e = e
/i
(256)
Substituting these results into equation (253) yields the 
following results,
• o a f - * ’
exp ( - 2 r i ( [ f o+A/2]t - 1/8D t+T
2irkT /l7k t
exp^irkiT^^dT
( 2 5 7 )
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Now, it is possible to simplify even a bit further. Consider 
the terms
kT /I7k = ^ k 2T2/k = ^kT2 (2 58)
But, k = A/T. Therefore,
^  = /AT (259)
= /D .
Again, substituting gives
f-27ri [(fQ+A/2)t - 1/8
t
(260)
£
Now that the expression ^^(-t), a corresponding expression for 
eq^(t ) should be derived. However, before that expression can 
be obtained a similar procedure that preceded the evaluation of 
gQ2 (-t) must be undertaken. Therefore, the variable used in 
the inverse Fourier Transform must be reconsidered. Hence,
x = 8 - A/2 = f - f - A/2 (261)o
A - 7 7
must be changed because now
0 = f  + V  ( 2 6 2 )
Therefore,
x = f + f - A/2 o
= f - (-f0+A/2) - f - u. (263)
where
u = -f + A/2 o (264)
Therefore, the expression in equation (212) should be changed 
to read
go3(t) " 2ift
i exP (-2iri[f0-A/2]t )
t+T
A /=I7k
exp (-TrkiT2)dT
(265)
where the only change, that was made, was due to the re- 
evaluation of u.
With this change completed, the results of equation (24l) 
can be used to complete the desired evaluation. Therefore,
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a o 3 ( - t }
- i
2TTt
exp ^ -2TTi[fo-A/2]t ^
-t+T
A /+1 /k
-L
exp (+7Tkix2) dT
( 2 6 6 )
Consider the following substitution,
x = -T (267)
and
dx = -dx (268)
then, making these substitutions into the integral in equation (266) 
gives the following results,
A «  . .
eo 3 ('t)
+1 exp(-2irl[f0-A/2]t)
A /+T7k
t-T
2irt exp(+Trkix2)dx. (269)
As before, the complex terms can be combined in exponential form 
as follows
- i  = e - i i T / 2 (270)
and
( 2 7 1 )
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then
✓i = (elir/2) / = c ] v / H (272)
Hence,
+i _ e+1,l/2 _ +iir/2 -lir/4
*  ? R 7 J T  = e  e
- e+1’r/'t (273)
Replacing the left-hand side of equation (273) with the right- 
hand side in equation (269) yields
# exp(-2iTi["(f -A/2)t - 1/8]) f  T .
(_t) = — — 1----     —  exp(+irkiT JdT
03 2 it A /l7k t J
t
(274)
Finally
A = ^ 2  C275)
= V k ?  = ^  T2 = /AT
= /D
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making the appropriate substitution in equation (274) produces 
the following result,
, , exp(-2*l[(f -4/2)t - 1/8]) f ,
e „(-t) = ----  ^  expf+irkix )dx
03 2tt/D t J '
t
( 2 7 6 )
The final term to be considered is e ,(t). Onceol
again, it will be necessary to reconsider the variable of inte­
gration, i.e., equations (59) and (74)
a = 8 ± A/2 ( 74)
where
8 = f - f . (277)
The new expression for 8 is given by
8 = f + f (278)
therefore,
a ='f + fQ ± A/2 = f - (-f ±A/2) C279)
= f - u
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where
u = -f ± A/2 (280)o
Once again the only difference being the sign of f . Thus, 
this sign can be altered in equation (89) to give
r O'! - Z#(/2D) _  r +- 1-4-2 ■ •> /ol\ sin irAteol( t )  ^ --- exp^jil(_-fot - kt + 1/8J^ „at
( 281)
Now, the results of equation (24l) can be invoked to produce 
the following results,
Z(/2D) ___/ n__, Tx. x. , ^ 2 ,  ll\ sin irAt
eo i ( - t )  = —  e x p ( - 2 » i |_ f ot  -  kt n  + s j ) — r n —
( 281)
Now, with all the terms necessary for evaluation of the final 
output determined, all that needs to be done is combine all the 
terms.
A
The first two terms to be combined will be e ,(t)ol
and eQl(-t). The value of given in equation (91) will
be combined with given in equation (281). Therefore,
a- s :
eol(t) = eol(t) + eol(-t)
sine At 
/ 2
Z*/2D exp^2iri jfQt-kt2/2+ + Z/2D exp^-2tt1 [fQt-kt2/2 +
A sine AT 
✓2
exp ^ 2iri ^ fQt-kt2/2+aJ ^  + exp^27ri ^ fQt-kt2/2+a j ^
where
(282)
Z(/2D) = Aeic (283)
and
a = 1/8 - c. (284)
These terms in brackets can be combined as follows
x 2A sine At e , (t) = -----------  cos
o l  / 2
[27r(fot-kt2/2+a)j
= /2 A sine At cos J^2ir ^ fQt-kt2/2+a^J £285)
H
bo
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The next terms to be combined will be e ,,(t) andO (
e ^ d ) .  Then, to.,(-t) and t ^  ,(-!•) will, be comb 1 nod. This 
will result in two terms which themselves will, bo put together 
to yield the final form.
To combine e02 ^ ^  and eo 3 ^  consider the values 
given in equations (137) and (211) written here for convenience.
'o2
exp(2iri[f -A/2]t^ 
(t) = --- *----- 2------- L
kT v'^TTk
exp (-irkiT2)idx ( 1 3 7 )
t-T
and
eo3(t) =
exp ^ 2iri[fo+A/2]tJ
A Z^iTk
t+T
e x p ^ - i r k i T 2 ^dT ( 2 1 1 )
When combining these two terms, the common terms will be 
factored as the first step. Thus,
e ' ( t )
exp ^ 2irifot^
A /-i/k
exp (-TriAt) exp ^ -irkiT2^dT
t-T
t+T
- exp(iriAt) exp ^ -irkiT2^dT
( 2 8 6 )
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In order to combine these integrals, consider taking the two 
integrals and breaking them into parts as follows,
t+T t+T
exp (-TTkiT2)dT = exp^-Trkix2 )dx - exp ^ -irkix2^dx
( 2 8 7 )
This can still be changed even further by expanding the first 
integral, on the right-hand side, into two integrals as follows
t+T
exp ^ -irkix2)dx ( 2 8 8 )
t-T t+T
exp ^ -irkix2^dx + exp^-7rkix2^dx - exp^-irkix2^dx
t-T
By combining the first and last integrals on the right-hand side 
of equation (2 8 8), the following form results,
t+T t+T
exp ^ -irkix2)dx = exp ^ -irkix2^dx - exp^-,nkix2^dx
t-T t-T
( 2 8 9 )
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Substituting these results for the Integral into equation (287) 
yields the following
e ' ( t ) =
exp^2TTifQt  ^
A /^I7k
t+T
-  exp(+iTiAt) exp ^ -7rkiT2^dT
t-T
+ exp(+iTiAt) exp ^ -TTkiT2^dT
t-T
+ exp(-iriAt) exp ^ -irkix2^dT
t-T
( 2 9 0 )
The last two integrals on the right-hand side can be combined 
because they have the same integrals. Thus,
e x p / 2 T i i f
:«(t) =  i
A /^T7k
t+T
- exp(+iriAt) exp ^ -irkix2) dx
t-T
+ 2 cos irAt exp ^ -Trkix2 jdx
t-T
( 2 9 1 )
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First, as before, consider bringing the complex term into the 
exponential. Then
-i = e-1"72
and
= ( e - 1 ’ / 2 )
1 / 2
= e- 1 tt/ 4
and
1 = e  + iTT/4
/= T
making the appropriate substitution gives
e ' ( t )
exp ^2iTl[fot + l / 8 ]  ^
A /T7k
t+T
-  exp(+TriAt) exp I
t-T
+ 2 cos it At exp
(-
t-T
Consider making a substitution as follows
(292)
(293)
(294)
-irkiT2^d
7 r k i T 2 ^ d T
( 2 9 5 )
2 01 2 a = 2kx ( 2 9 7 )
then,
a = /2k t (298)
and
da = /2k dx. (299)
Making the necessary change in equation (295) yields
e * (t)
exp ^ 2iri[fpt+l/8] ^  
A /l7k 2k
t»+T?
- exp(+iTiAt) e x p ( - i r i a 2/ 2 ) da
t'-T'
+ 2 cos irAt exp ^ - ir ia 2 / 2 ) da
t ,- T l
where
and
t ’ = /2k t
(300)
(301
T* = /2k T (302)
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The square root of k can be cancelled In the denominator to 
give
e ' ( t ) =
exp ^ 2iri [fQt + l/8
/2 A
t ’+T'
- exp( + iriAt) exp ( - iT ia 2 / 2 ) da
t'-T*
+ 2 cos uAt exp
t'-T'
(-T ria2 /2 ^
(30  3)
da
The integral terms in equation (303) are in the Fresnel form 
and can be written as follows,
e ' ( t )
exp ^ 2TTi[fQt+l/8] ^  
/2 A
- exp( + iriAt)( Z»(t '+T' ) - Z#(t'-T')
+ 2 cos irAt(Z*(t•) - Z#(t'-T')
(304)
where the following substitutions have been made
t'+T'
Z*(t '+ T ') = exp ^ - i r i a 2 /2 ^ da (305)
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a r i d
Z* ( t  * ) = exp da (306)
and
Z#(t '-T')
t'-T’
exp ( -7 r ia 2 / 2 ) da (307)
e' represents the sum of two terms that are inverse Fourier 
Transforms of frequency functions which are derivatives are of 
frequency functions. Therefore, using equation (16) again gives
i  e x p ^ 2 i r i [ f  t+1/8]) r 1
e(t) = ----- -^-- — --------- - exp ( + iriAt) Z* (M) + 2 cos irAt Z*(N)[
2ir /2  At L J
(308)
where
Z#(M) = Z*(t '+T ') - Z#(t'-T’) (309)
and
Z«(N) = Z *( t  • ) -  Z*(t ' - T ' ) (310)
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The term "i" can be put into the exponent of the exponential 
as follows
i  = e i7T/2 ( 3 1 1 )
therefore,
e x p ( 2 i r i [ f  t + 3 / 8 ] )  r 1
= ---     - Z* (M)exp ( + i r i At ) + 2 cos frAt Z#(N)
, /n L Je(t) 2 /2 irAt
( 3 1 2 )
/N
Combining the remaining terms e02 ^_t  ^ and ^o3^-^  al'lL
that remain.
Their values are given in equations (257) and (27*0 
Combining gives
e(t) =
exp(-27ri [(fQ+A/2)t - 1/8])
t+T
2irkT /I7k t
exp ^ irkiT2^dr
exp ^-2iri £( fQ-A/2 )t - 1/8]) 
2ukT /I7k t
t-T
exp ^TrkiT2 ) d t
( 3 1 3 )
Factoring y i e l d s
A-PI
e(t) =
2ukT /I7k t
t.+T
exp (-iriAt) exp ^irkix4 ^dx
t-T
+ exp(iriAt) exp^Trkix2 jdx
As before, consider the following substitution,
(314)
? ? 
a /2 = kx (315)
or
a /2k (316)
and
da = /2k dx (317)
Making these substitutions in equation (314) permits the equation 
to be rewritten in the following manner
(318)
t'+T'
e ( t )  =
exp ^ -2iri[fot-l/8]^
2itA &  t
exp (-TriAt) exp (T ria2 / 2 ) da
t ’-T'
+ exp(TriAt) exp (tt i a 2 / 2 ^ da
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where A = kT and
t '  = / 2 k  t  ( 3 1 9 )
and
T' = /2k T. (320)
It is possible to rewrite the first integral in equation (318)
as follows
t'+T' t '+T'
exp ^iria2 /2 ^ da = exp ( i r i a 2/2^ da - exp (•iria2 / 2 j
( 3 2 1 )
da
The first integral on the right-hand side of equation (321) 
can also be written as
t'+T' t ’-T' t'+T'
exp ^Tria2 /2 ^ da = exp (iria2/2) da +
t'-T1
exp ^7ria2/2 jda
( 3 2 2 )
Equation (322) allows equation (321) to be rewritten in the 
following manner,
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t ’+T'
exp ^TTia2 /2 ^ da
t ’+T ’ t'-T’
exp ^Tria2 /2 ^ da - exp ^TTia2 /2 ^ da -
t ’-T'
exp ^ir ia2 / 2 ^ da
t ’+ T 1
t'-T1
exp ^ir ia2 /2 ^ da - exp ^rria2 /2 ^ da ( 3 2 3 )
t ’-T'
Equation (323) can be substituted into equation (318) to yield 
the following equation
e ( t )  =
exp ^ -2TTi[fQt-l/8]^
2irA /2 t
t ’+T'
exp(-7riAt) exp (TTia2 / 2 ) da
t ’-T ’
- exp(-friAt) exp ^Tria2 /2 ^ da
t'-T’
- exp(iriAt) exp (iT ia2 / 2 ) da
t ’-T ’
( 3 2 4 )
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One notes that the last two Integrals in equation (324) can also 
be combined to yield,
e(t) =
exp ^ -2iri[fot-l/8 
2ttA /2 t
exp (-TriAt)
t ' +T
t'-T'
exp ^ ir ia 2 /2 ^ da
- 2 cos nAt exp
t'-T'
^iTia2 /2 ^
( 3 2 5 )
da
Using the definition of the Fresnel Integral, the two integrals 
in equation (325) may be expanded in the following manner,
t'+T' t'+T' t'-T'
exp ^Tria2 /2 ^ da exp ^ir ia2 / 2 ^ da —
t'-T'
exp ^Tria2 / 2  ^ da
= Z(t'+T') - Z(t'-T')
= Z (M) ( 3 2 6 )
and
t'-T'
exp (iria2/2 )da =
t'-T'
exp ^ir ia2/2 ^ da - exp ^Tria2 /2 ^ da
= Z(t' ) - Z(t '- T ' )
= Z (N ) .
( 3 2 8 )
A- 05
If the results of equations (306) and (307) are substituted 
into equation (30h), the I'o 1 low I ng results,
exp(-2Tri[f t-1/8]) r  -i
e(t) = --- -^--------------4 exp(-TtiAt )Z(M) - 2 cos irAt Z(N)
2ir /2 At L J
( 3 2 8 )
In order to be able to combine e(t) in equation (312) with 
e(t) in equation (328), consider expanding the a part of the 
exponent of the exponential terms. Namely, from equation (312)
exp(2tt! (3/8) j = exp(3/4iTi) = cos 3/4tt + i sin 3/4tt
/ 2  j. 4 / 2
—  + 1 T  C3 2 9 )
From equation (328)
exp (-2iri (-1/8) j = exp^2iri (1/8)^) = exp(iri/4)
= cos 1/4tt + i sin 1/4tt
Now, consider the first term of equation (312)
A- 96
eA (t) =
exp (2TTifQt) exp(+iriAt )Z* (M) / ^  ^  \
= 2 /2 xAfc \  ~  +  1 ~ )
%# ( M ) e x p ( o i r i  L i ’ + A / , ' J l . )  , .
----------------- .V----------- 2------------- /  ( +1 _ , )
)\ ~  A 4- ' /
Similarly, the first term of equation (328) is given by
EA (
exp(-2TTifot)exp(-TriAt)Z(M)
2 /2 irAt ' 2 2 /
Z(M)exp(-2Tri[f +A/2]t) . x
= --------------- ----------------------------- -- i 1 + 0
(332)
The expressions in equations (331) and (332) will now be combined 
to yield the following expression
eA (t)+eA (t) = |^exp(27ri(f0+A/2]t) (1-D (R-ix)
+ exp(-2Trl[fQ+A/2]t) (1+i) (R+ix)
7 3 3 3 )
where the following expression has been substituted for Z(M)
Z(M) = R + i x ( 3 3 4 )
A - 9 7
In order to combine the terms, the two complex terms in 
equation (333) will be expanded first. That is
(l-i)(R-ix) = R + i^x - iR - ix
(R-x) - i(R+x) ( 3 3 5 )
and
(l+i)(R+ix) = R + i^x + iR + ix
(R-x) + i(R+x) ( 3 3 6 )
Thus, making these substitutions into equation (333) yields 
the following equation
where e^(t ) has been used as the sum of e^(t ) and eA (t).
It should be noted that the exponential expressions 
inside the brackets of equation (337) have a very special form 
which permits them to be combined to produce a cosine and sine 
term, respectively. Performing the combination on equation (337) 
yields the result,
^(R-x)^exp ^ 2iri[fot + A/2 ]t^ + exp ^ -2-rri[fo+A/2]t
- i(R+x) ^ exp^2iri[fo+A/2]t^ - exp ^ -2iri [fQ+A/2 ]t
( 3 3 7 )
A- 9 8
eA (t) = 2 '^ £  £(R-x)cos 2 77 [ fQ+A/2 ]t + (R+x)sin 2tt[ fQ+A/2 ]t
(338)
It is instructive to expand the cosine and sine functions in 
order to put the equation into a somewhat more usable form. The 
expansions are as follows,
cos 277[f +A/2]t = cos 2-rrf t cos irAt - sin 2rrf t sin irAt o o o
(339)
and for the sine term
sin 2ir[f +A/2]t = sin 2irf t cos irAt + cos 2irf t sin irAt o o o
(340)
Replacing the cosine and sine terms with their respective 
expansions yields equation (3^1),
/. \ 11/,-. v f 0 „ , cos TrAt . „ „ , sin rrAt \
e A = 2 I 2 " V  “ T i t  s l n  2” f o t  nAt )
+ (R+x) (cos 2xf t + sin 2irf t\  o TrAt o irAt f
(341)
At this point, the expression for sin irAt/iTAt can be replaced 
by sine At and cos irAt/frAt can be replaced by cosc At. Making 
these substitutions in equation (3^1) will produce the following 
result,
The next task is to combine the second term of equation (312) 
with the second term of equation (328). Use will be made of 
the results of equation (329) and (330). Hence, for the second 
term of equation (312) the following can be written
exp(2itif t)cos irAt Z*(N) f  /2 . , /2 \
£ B < t )    a t T T t  v  “  + 1 - )
Z* (N )exp (27rif t^cos TrAt
= --------- * 2 J --------  (- 1 + i) (343)
2TTAt
In a similar fashion, the second term of equation (328) will 
yield
. - exp(-2xifot)oos .At Z(N) ( f t  . ,  S 2 \
  \  2 2 /B / 2  uAt
Z (N)exp^-2TrifQt  ^cos TrAt
(344) 
2 irAt
A- 100
Now, e q u a l ! on;; ( -Wl-i) and ( 3 ^ 1)  nliou.ld ho co mb i n ed ,  an I n d i c a t e d  
b e f o r e ,  t o  g i v e
eB (t) = £f A f Ai [exp(2.1rot)(P-t«)(-1+l}
+ exp(-2T7ifot)(P+iQ) (-1-1) J (.345)
where
eB (t) = eg (t ) + ^B (t) (346)
and
Z (N) = P + iQ (.347)
Before combining the terms, it will be necessary to expand the
two complex expressions. Namely,
(P-iQ)(-1-i) = - P - i2Q + IP + iQ (348)
= (-P+Q) + i(P+Q)
and
(P+iQ)(-1-i) = - P - i2Q - IP - iQ (349)
= (-P+Q) -  i (P +Q)
A - 1 0 1
Replacing these expressions by their expansions in equation (3*15) 
will allow the following to be written,
„ COS TTAt
B = • 27TAt j^exp(2iTifot) ^ (-P+Q) + i(P+Q)j (350) 
+ exp ^ -2irifot^ ^ (-P+Q) - i(P+Q)^J
Expanding the equation a little more produces the result given 
below in equation (351)
eB (t ) = ~'°2tt'aV  ^ “P+Q)^exp(2llif0t) + exp(-2TrifQt ^  (351)
+ i(P+Q) ^ exp ^ 27rifQt ^ - exp (-2TrifQt^
One notes that the two exponentials can be combined to give a 
cosine and sine term, respectively. Performing these indicated 
combinations yields the following result,
/. \ cos irAt 
B = 2rcAt ("2 C-P+Q)cos 2wfot - 2(P+Q)sin 2irfotj (352)
Now combining equations (3*12) and (352) will produce the final 
term necessary to complete the picture. This work gives
A - 1 0 2
0 o 2 ^  = e A ^  + e B ( t ^ (3 5 3 )
j? J^cos 2irf0t^cosc At^R - x - (P-Q)aJ + sine At[R+x]^
+ sin 2irfot^cosc Atj^R + x - (P+Q)aJ - sine At(R-x)^
Finally, the output will be given by the summation of 
equations (285) and (353)- Denoting this as e (t), the following 
equations results,
e (t) = /2 A sine At cos 2tt ^ fQt-kt2/2+a) (354)
+ cos 2iTf t cose At(S-V’) + sine At(S)•••[■
! u f Qt  jj:+ sin 2?r  cose At(S'-V) - sine At(S)
where the following substitutions have been made,
S = i  (R -X )
S ’ =
V =
V ’ =
j  (R+X)
P + Q 
(P - Q)
(3 5 5 )
(3 5 6 )
(3 5 7 )
(3 5 8 )
A - 103
At this point, It will be useful to reiterate all of the 
definitions of the previous terms so that they will be all 
in one place.
P + iQ = Z(N) = Z(t’) - Z(t'-T')
t 1 -T ’
exp ^ iira2 /2 ^ da - exp ( i u a 2 / 2 ) da
and
exp (iira2/2) da
t ' - T
P + iX = Z(M) = Z(t 1+T1) - Z(t'-T')
(359)
t *+T' t'-T'
exp ^iira2 /2 ^ da - exp ^iira2 /2 ^ da
t'+T
t 1 - T 1
exp ( i i r a 2 / 2 ^ da (360)
A - 1 0 4
and
t '  = / 2 k  t  ( 3 6 1 )
and
T' = /2k T (362)
also,
Ae_ic = Z*(/2D) (363)
and
a = 1/8 -c i.e. z (364)
It should be pointed out that these equations are completely 
general and can be applied to any chirp radar system as long as 
the values for "D" and "T" are given.
Since the results shown in reference 1 are for the special 
of an infinite gate width, one should be able to obtain the 
same results from the generalized results of equation (354) 
if the gate width is permitted to become infinite. Hence, 
if T~» , D—-°° and
* in/4
Lim Z ( J  20) = J 2  e (365)
D-*-00 2
A - 105
Therefore,
A= J T  (366)
2
and
a=l - c / = 0 (367)
because
c = c/2lf = 1/8 (368)
In addition, since T — * OO
k= A /  T 0 (369)
Therefore, the 2nd and 3rd terms in equation (354) approach 
zero because the upper and lower limits on the integral are 
the same. Now, by substituting the results in equations 
(366) and (367) into the remaining term in equation (354) , 
one obtains the following result
e^(t) = sincAt • cos(2'rffQt) (370)
This equation is exactly the same result shown in reference 1.
B-l
APPENDIX B
This appendix d escr ib es  the  computer program used to  eva luate  
the d e-ch irp  output waveform given  in equation ( 3 6 ) .  The program, 
shown below, i s  a re p r e se n ta t iv e  sample o f  the computer programs used 
for  the v ar iou s  sampling r a t e s .
For D -  30 , Z*( Tz S)  •  i  -  4 .  .  i -  e ' l n / 4 . . . ,  A = ~  , C = n /4
1 1 1 ^  1 Mand a = g - C* = q ~ q = 0 s i nc e  c = c /  /2  = g
1 .  PROGRAM VOLT
2 .  DIMENSION ZC1(2048), ZC2(2048), ZC3(2048), Z S l(2 0 4 8 ) ,  ZS2(2048),
3 .  ZS3(2048), X (2048) , Y (2048), Z (2048),  U (2048), W(2048>, V (2048),
4 .  V l(2 0 4 8 ) , V 2(2048), S l (2 0 4 8 ) ,  S 2(2048),  E (2048), E0(2048), AM(2048), 
AN(2048), A 0(2048), AP(2048)
5 . PK = ( ( 2 0 . / 3 . ) * * .5 ) * 1 .0 E  + 06
6 . T = 3 .0  E = 06
7 .  DO 10 I  = 1 , 2048
8 .  A = I
9 .  AR1 = A* .15625 E-08*PK
10. CALL FRICS (AR1, ZC1(I), A S l ( I ) )
11. 10 CONTINUE
12. DO 11 1 = 1 , 2048
13. A = I
14. AR2 = ( .15625E-08*A-T)*PK
15. CALL FRICS(AR2, ZC2(I), Z S 2(I))
16. 11 CONTINUE
B-2
1 7 . DO 12 I = 1,2048
18. A = I
19. AR3 = ( .15625-08*A4T)*PK
2 0 . CALL FRICS (AR3, ZC3(I), ZS3(I))
2 1 .  12 CONTINUE
22 . DO 13 1 = 1 ,  2048
23 . A = I
24 AT = ( .1 5 6 2 5 -0 8 )*A
2 5 . FO = 30, E+06
2 6 . W(I) = 3 .1 4 * 1 .0E+07*AT
27. U (I) = 2 . * 3 . 14*AT*FO
2 8 . AM(I) = ZC2(I)-ZC2(I)
2 9 .  AN(I) = Z S 2(I)-Z S3(I)
3 0 .  AO(I) M ZC l(I) -  ZC2(I)
31 . AP*(I) = Z S1(I)-Z S 2(I)
3 2 .  S 2 (I )  = .5*(AM(I)+AN(I))
3 3 .  S 1 (I )  = .5*(AM (I)-AN(I))
34 . V 1(I)  = AO+AP
35 . V 2(I)  = AO-AP
3 6 . X (I)  = COSF((2.*3.14)*(FO*AT-.25*(P**2)*(AT**2)))
3 7 .  Y (I ) = A1(I)*C0SF(U(I))
38 . Z (I )  = B(I)*SIN F(U (I))
39 . V (I )  = (SIN F(W (I))/W (I))*(Q (I)-Y (I)+Z (I)>
4 0 . E (I )  = C 0SF(W (I))/W (I))*((C(I)+A1(I))*SINF(U(I))+(D(I)+B(I))*C0SF(U
41. 1 ( D ) )
4 2 .  EO(I) = V (I ) -E (I )
B-3
43. 13 CONTINUE
44 . PRINT2, ( I ,E Z ( I ) ,1 = 1,2048)
45 . 2 FORMAT(1 Hi,(1H, 2HEZ,13,1H=, E 15 ,8))
4 6 .  PUNCH3, (E Z (I) ,  1 = 1 ,  2048)
47 . 3 FORMAT(E15,8)
48 . STOP
49 . END
Since on ly  2048 storage  lo c a t io n s  have been requested  fo r  the numer­
ous v a r ia b le s  in statem ents 1 -5 ,  the program on ly  produces va lu es  o f  
the time s ig n a l  which are v a l id  for t  > 0 . The program i s  then repeated  
for t  < 0 and an a d d it io n a l  2048 samples are produced by the program. 
This process  y ie ld s  upon com pletion 4096 samples o f  the  waveform.
PK = -/2k* = V2A/T = (n/ 2 0 . / 3 . 1) x 106 (B - l )
Statements 8-12 eva lu a te  the fo l lo w in g  equation
exp(irtQ!2/2 )d a  = ZCl(-s/2k t )  + iZSl(\f2ic t ) (B-2)
Those from 13-17 determine
ex p(ijta2/2 )d a  = ZC2(\T2ic[t-T]) + iZS2(J21c[t-T]) (B-3)
And from 18-22
c
■/^(t-KE)
exp(ijtaZ/2 )d a  = ZC3(/2k[t-Pr]) + iZSSCN/zkU-HT] ) (B-4)
B -4
AT  r e  p r o . ‘t e n  I ft I l i e  v .m I i i o  n f  I j i i h I FO r e p i  o m o i i I m I . T l w u ,1 i)
W(I) = it-A-AT i . e . ,  (nAt) . (B-5)
U (I) = 2-jt-AT-FO i . e . ,  2n fot  (B-6)
AM(I) = ZC2(I)-ZC3(I) i . e . ,  R = -R ^ Z ^ -H T ^ -Z C ^ -T ^ )]  (B-7)
AN(I) = S 2 ( I ) -S 3 ( I )  i . e . ,  X = -I  [Z(t +T, ) -Z(t., -T )]  (B-8)m I I  I I
AO(I) = ZC1(I)-ZC2(I) i . e . ,  P = Rg [Z ( t1 ) - Z ( t 1 -T] ) ]  (B-9)
AP(I) = Z S 1(I)-Z S 2(I) i . e . ,  Q = I [ Z ( t . ) - Z ( t . - T . ) ]  (B-10)m l  I I
S 2 (I )  = ( . 5 )  *(AM(I)+AN(I)) i . e . ,  S2 = |(R+X) ( B - U )
S 1 (I )  = ( . 5 ) •(A H (I)-A N(I)) i . e . ,  Sx = |<R-X) (B-12)
V 1(I)  = R (I)+X (I) i . e . ,  Vx = P-H} (B-13)
V 2(I)  = R (I)-X (I)  i . e . ,  V2 = P-Q (B-14)
X (I)  = COS(2 *jt • [FO*AT- I  *p2 *at2 ])
, 2 (B-15)
i . e . ,  = COS 2 it[f  t  - ^  k t ]
O 2
Y (I)  = A 1 (I ) , C 0S(U(I)) i . e . ,  = S2COS2jtfo t  (B-16)
Z (I )  = B (I)*SIN (U (I)) i . e . ,  = Sx SIN2nfo t  (B-17)
V (I)  = W  * (QC1 ) - ^ 1 ) ^ ^ ) )
i . e . ,  = [cos2 jt[f  t -  I  k t2 ] - S„cos2rtf t  + S .s in 2 jtf  t ]rtAt o 2 2 o 1 o
E (I )  = 7 § '(x )7 ^ ' [ (C (I)+ A 1 (I))* S IN (U (I)+ (D (I)+ B (I)) .C 0 S (U (I)) ]
A f -  ( B - 1 9 )
i . e . ,  = ■ [ (V.,+S„)sin2jrf t  + (V-+S. )c o s2 « f  t ]rt At  1 2  o 2 1  o
EO(I) = V ( I ) - E ( I )  i . e . ,  = eQ( t )  (B-20)
The v a lu e s  o f  EO have been punched onto cards in  order to  p lo t  them 
on a separate d ev ice  because the p lo t  ro u t in e  was a v a i la b le  o n ly  in  
FORTRAN IV and the F re sn e l  I n te g r a l  in  FORTRAN I I .  FRICS (A,B,C) i s  
the subroutine used for  the eva lu a tion  o f  the F resn el I n te g r a l .
i:-l
APPENDIX C
This appendix d escr ib es  the method used to eva lu a te  and p lo t  the 
frequency response o f  the d e-ch irp  output waveform
1 . DIMENSION E0(4096),FZ (4096),T T 1(12),T T 2(12),ST 1(12),ST 2(12),Y L l(6)
2 . 1 ,Y L 2(6),X L 1(6),V (4096),X (4096),Y (4096),X L 2(6),U (4096),T Z (4096),
3 . 2,TT3(12),ST3(12),Y L3(6),X L3(6)
4 .
5. READ(5,1) TT1, TT2, TT3, ST1, ST2, ST3
6 . READ(5,2) YL1, YL2, YL3, XL1, XL1, XL3
7. READ(5,3 )  ( E 0 ( I ) , I = 1, 4096
8 . 1 FORMAT (12A6)
9. 2 FORMAT (6A6)
10. 3 FORMAT (E15.8)
11. N2P0W = 12
12. DO 12 1 = 1 ,  4096
13. X (I)  = E 0(I)
14. •
oii/—\ 
H
15. 12 CONTINUE
16. CALL FRXFM(N2P0W,X,Y)
17. DO 11 1 = 1 ,  4096
18. IF (2048>30,30,31
19. 31 J = I  -  2048
20. U(J) = X (I)
21 .
H>*II>
2 2 . GO TO 11
i:-2
23. 30 J = 1-2048
24 . U(J) = X (I)
25 . V (J) = Y (I)
26 11 CONTINUE
27 . DO 14 J = 1, 4096
2 8 . FZ(J) = (U(J)**2*V(J)**2)**)5
29 . TZ(J) = ATAN(V(J ) /U (  J ) )
30 . 14 CONTINUE
31. DO 10 I  = 1 , 4096
32. A = I
33. X (I)  = A
34. 10 CONTINUE
35 . WRITE (6 ,2 1 )  (J ,  F Z (J),  J = 1, 4096)
36 . 21 FORMAT (1H1, (1H, 2HFZ, 14, 1H =, E 1 5 .8 ))
37 . WRITE ( 6 ,  23) ( J ,  EZ(J), J = 1, 4096)
38. 23 FORMAT (1H1, (1H, 2HEO, 14, 1H =, E15, 8 ) )
39 . WRITE (6 ,  24) (J ,  TZ(J), J = 1 , 4096)
40 . 24 FORMAT (1H1, (1H, 2HTZ, 14, 1H =, E15, 8 ) )
4 1 .
4 2 .  CALL TPL0T(X,E0,TT1,ST1,YL1,36,XL1, 3 6 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 4 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1
43 . 1 , 1 , 1 , 2 ,D ,1) 4096
4 4 . CALL TPLOT(4096,X,FZ,TT2, ST2,YL2,3 6 ,XL2, 3 6 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 4 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1
45 . 1 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,D ,1 )
4 6 .  CALL T PL O T (4096 ,X ,T Z ,T T 3,ST 3,Y L 3,36 ,X L 3,36 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,4 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1
4 7 .  1 , 1 , 1 , 2 ,D ,1)
C- 3
4 8 . CALL CLEAN
4 9 . STOP
50. END
The q u a n t it ie s  TTl, TT2, TT3, ST1, ST2, ST3 are various la b e ls  which  
f in d  th e ir  way onto th e f in a l  p lo t s .  S im ila r ly , YL1, YL2, YL3, XL1, 
XL2, XL3 are the la b e ls  fo r  the X and Y a x i s .  Statement 7 reads th e  
v a lu e s  o f  E0 found in  th e  previous program. Statem ents 8-10 are the  
format statem ents fo r  the p rev io u sly  m entioned read sta tem en ts.
N2P0W rep resen ts  th e number o f  samples used by the program; i . e . ,  
# sam ples -  2B2POW.
Statem ents 12-15 s e t  th e  v a lu es  o f  th e v a r ia b le s  used in  the  
F ast F ourier Transform (FFT). The v a lu es  o f  X rep resen t the r e a l part 
o f  th e  waveform and Y th e complex p a rt.
Statement 16 c a lc u la te s  the F ourier Transform v ia  use o f  th e  
subroutine FRXFM (FFT). This c a lc u la t io n  y ie ld s  two arrays, X and Y, 
which are the r ea l and complex v a lu e s , r e s p e c t iv e ly ,  o f  the F ourier  
Transform.
Statem ents 17-26 re-arrange the sp e c tr a l components because t h is  
p a r tic u la r  form o f  th e FFT does not produce sp e c tr a l components in  
th e  n eg a tiv e  frequency domain but produces the image o f  th ese  compon­
en ts  in  the p o s it iv e  frequency domain which e x i s t s  for 2 >  N /2 , N 
b ein g  th e  number o f  samples employed by the FFT. Hence, the compon­
e n ts  which l i e  between 0 -» N/2 are s h if t e d  to  the reg ion  between
C-4
j  -+ N and th o se  between N/2 + 1 -*• N are s h if te d  to  0 -* ~  . In a d d it io n ,  
the v a r ia b le s  are changed to  U and V in stead  o f  X and Y r e s p e c t iv e ly .
Statem ents 27-30 a s c e r ta in  the magnitude and phase sp ectra  o f  
the d e -ch irp  waveform.
Statem ents 35-40 p r in t th e v a lu es  o f  the v a r ia b le s  which are  
p lo tte d  by the commands in  sta tem en ts 42 -47 .
I t  should be noted th a t the output waveform computed by the  
program in  Appendix B has a ls o  been p lo tte d  by t h is  program.
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Figure 4 .  -  Network d e la y  v s .  frequency c h a r a c te r is t ic  s u i t ­
ab le  for phase e q u a liz a t io n  o f  the chirp s ig n a l in  fig u re  2; id e a l ly ,  
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FIG, 10. THE DE-CHIRP FILTER OUTPUT
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FIG. 11 A. D E -C H IR P  OUTPUT SPECTRUM.
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FIG. I2B OUTPUT AFTER FIRST STAGE OF 
EQUALIZATION
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FIG. 12 C AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM REQUIRED
FOR FIRST STAGE OF EQUALIZATION
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FIG.I2D SPECTRUM RESULTING FROM PULSE 
WIDENING STAGE
TABLE 1
* * 
EXPONENT SIDELOBE LEVEL PULSE WIDTH
- .0 5  3 .4  db .970
- .0 7  1 .9  db .985
- .1 0  .8 db .995
- .1 1  0 db 1 .00
- .1 2  - .1  db 1 .04
- .1 5  - .1 5  db 1 .08
- .2 0  - .1 8  db 1 .13
Normalized to  v a lu es  obta ined  w ith  the exponent o f  ( - . 1 1 ) .
The S id e lo b e  L eve l  and P u ls e  Width o f  th e  Output P u ls e  as a Function  
o f  th e  Exponent o f  th e  E xp on en tia l  Decay F u n ct io n .
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FIG.I2E AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM REQUIRED 
FOR PULSE WIDENING STAGE
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